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ABSTRACT
Modeling, numerical simulations, and experiments are used to investigate the dy-
namics of cavitation bubble clouds induced by strong ultrasound waves.
A major application of this work is burst wave lithotripsy (BWL), recently proposed
method of lithotripsy that uses pulses (typically 10 wavelengths each) of high-
intensity, focused ultrasound at a frequency of O(100) kHz and an amplitude of
O(1) MPa to break kidney stones. BWL is an alternative to standard shockwave
lithotripsy (SWL), which uses much higher amplitude shock waves delivered at a
typically much lower rate. In both SWL and BWL, the tensile component of the
pressure can nucleate cavitation bubbles in the human body. For SWL, cavitation
is a significant mechanism in stone communition, but also causes tissue injury. By
contrast, little is yet known about cavitation in BWL.
To investigate cloud cavitation in BWL, two numerical tools are developed: a model
of ultrasound generation from a medical transducer, and a method of simulating
clouds of cavitation bubbles in the focal region of the ultrasound. The numerical
tools enable simulation of the cavitation growth and collapse of individual bub-
bles, their mutual interactions, and the resulting bubble-scattered acoustics. The
numerics are implemented in a massively parallel framework to enable large-scale,
three-dimensional simulations. Next, the numerical tools are applied to bubble
clouds associated with BWL. Additionally, laboratory experiments are conducted
in vitro in order to calibrate and validate the simulations. A major feature of the
resulting bubble clouds is that the cloud size is similar to the ultrasound wavelength.
This results in an anisotropic structure where the bubbles closest to the wave source
grow to larger size and oscillate more rapidly. A new scaling parameter is introduced
to characterize the nonlinear bubble cloud dynamics that generalizes the cloud inter-
action parameter of d’Agostino and Brennen (1989) defined for weak (linearized),
bubble cloud dynamics excited uniformly by long-wavelength pressure waves. The
mechanisms leading to the observed bubble dynamics are identified. The results
further show that bubble clouds can scatter a large portion of incident ultrasound
and consequently shield distal regions, including kidney stones, from irradiation.
This energy shielding is quantified, and the simulations show that even a thin layer
of bubbles can scatter up to 90% of the incident wave energy. A strong correlation
is identified between the magnitude of energy shielding and the amplitude of the
bubble-scattered acoustics. The correlation may be of use to control cavitation in
vthe human body in real time by ultrasound monitoring for better outcomes of BWL.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Cloud cavitation in lithotripsy - historical perspective
When tensile stress is applied to a liquid and the local pressure falls below the vapor
pressure, clouds of bubbles are nucleated and rapidly collapse on recovery of the
pressure. This phenomenon is denoted as cavitation, or cloud cavitation, and is
of critical importance in various applications. Cloud cavitation occurs mainly in
two scenarios: decrease in the hydrodynamic pressure in a liquid flow, typically
on the surface of an immersed body, and propagation of tensile components of a
pressure wave including acoustic and shockwaves. The two regimes of cavitation
are heuristically distinguished as inertial (hydrodynamic)- and acoustic cavitation.
The study of cloud cavitation finds its roots in industrial needs of understanding
the physical process of inertial cavitation for better designing hydraulic machines
(Plesset and Ellis, 1955; Acosta, 1958; Kato, 1975). Inertial cavitation has a
critical impact on the performance of hydrofoils, ship propellers, turbo-machineries
and pumps: continuous cavitation on a hydrofoil/propeller largely complicates the
surrounding flow structures to affect the drag and lift forces/thrust; violent collapse
of caviation bubble clouds results in material damage (cavitation erosion) and noise
emission. A vast amount of literatures has addressed cavitation in this context since
early 20th century to date (Knapp, 1954; Brennen, 2013).
Acoustic cavitation has gained great interest in the last three decades for improved
outcomes of ultrasound medical therapies. The therapies aim to noninvasively
ablate a target by causing mechanical stress and/or thermal coagulations by pulses
of high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) or shockwaves that are delivered from
outside the body. During the passage of tensile components of pulses, cavitation
bubbles can be formed in the human body. This cloud cavitation is especially critical
for outcomes of the treatment of extra-corporeal shockwave lithotripsy (ESWL), a
method of lithotripsy currently used in clinics. Typical ESWL aims to mechanically
comminute kidney stones by causing spallation with normal and/or shear stress
(Lokhandwalla and Sturtevant, 2000; Cleveland and Sapozhnikov, 2005). The
mechanical stress is induced by propagation of focused pulses of shockwaves with
a peak positive amplitude of O(10 − 100)MPa, followed by a long tensile tail with
2Figure 1.1: Fragmentation of a model stone during BWL in vitro. The scale bar
denotes 1 cm. Reprinted fromMaxwell et al. (2015) with the permission of Elsevier.
© 2015 by Elsevier.
a negative amplitude of O(1 − 10) MPa. Meanwhile, in the actual treatment, due
to the high amplitude of the negative pressure, bubble clusters are nucleated in the
tensile tail and then violently collapse in the human body. The collapse of the bubble
clusters on/near kidney stones can enhance stone comminution by erosion, while
those occurring in the surrounding tissues result in severe injuries (Coleman et al.,
1987; Pishchalnikov et al., 2003; McAteer et al., 2005; Bailey et al., 2006). Precise
control of the nucleation sites of bubble-clusters has remained a challenge and the
injury is thought to be unavoidable, and this has been seen as a major disadvantage
of ESWL.
1.2 Burst wave lithtoripsy
Burstwave lithotripsy (BWL) has been recently proposed as a noninvasive alternative
to ESWL (Maxwell et al., 2015; Thoma, 2014). BWL is a HIFU-based lithotripsy
that uses a sinusoidal form of a focused pressure wave, burst wave, with a peak
maximum amplitude of O(1 − 10) MPa and a frequency of O(100) kHz for kidney
stone comminution. Figure 1.1 shows fragmentation of a model stone using BWL in
vitro. It has been empirically found that, compared to SWL, BWL can comminute
stones into smaller fragments. Figure 1.2 shows comparisons of the representative
focal waveforms of ESWL and BWL. Due to the lower peak pressure than SWL,
BWL expects less violent cavitation collapse and thus lower risk of potential injury.
The demonstration of stone comminution was made in vitro in highly degassed
water with approximately 20% O2 saturation, such that cavitation was not observed.
Later in water with 65% O2 saturation, however, O(1) mm size of cavitation bubble
clouds are identified around the focal region without stone model during a passage
of the burst wave with a frequency of 335 kHz and a peak maximum amplitude of
6MPa (Maeda, Kreider, et al., 2015).
Figure 1.3 shows a representative bubble cloud excited in BWL. The dynamics of
cloud cavitation excited by this particular regime of ultrasound has not been well
explored and their potential effects on BWL are unknown, despite their critical
3Figure 1.2: Comparison of representative focal waveforms of (a)SWL and (b)BWL.
Reprinted from Maxwell et al. (2015) with the permission of Elsevier. © 2015 by
Elsevier.
Figure 1.3: Cavitation bubble cloud observed in an experimental high-speed imaging
during a passage of focused ultrasound in water. The dotted line indicates the
wavelength of the burst wave. The scale bar denotes 5 mm.
importance on the safety and efficacy for clinical applications.
1.3 Method of modeling the dynamics of cloud cavitation
Although experiment provides critical insights into cloud cavitation phenomena,
precise measurement of individual bubbles has been a challenging task due to
the fast dynamics of bubble oscillations at the small spatial scale. Modeling and
numerical simulations have been therefore central tools for quantification of the
dynamics.
The basis of the modeling the bubble dynamics dates back to Rayleigh (1917),
who formulated the collapse of a spherical, isolated gas bubble in the inviscid
incompressible potential flow of an unbounded liquid. He obtained an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) in terms of the radius and the radial velocity of the
4bubble. Plesset (1949) generalized the Rayleigh’s equation to model cavitation
growth of a bubble by considering fluctuations in the far-field pressure of the liquid.
The generalized equation is denoted as the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and has been
extended to many forms to include the effects of damping mechanisms of liquid
viscosity, acoustic radiation, and heat and mass transfer (Gilmore, 1952; Plesset
and Prosperetti, 1977; Keller and Miksis, 1980; Preston et al., 2007; Bergamasco
and Fuster, 2017), non-spherical deformation, viscoelasticity of surrounding liquid
(Church, 1995; Freund, 2008; Gaudron et al., 2015), to name but a few. The equation
predicts the complex, nonlinear response of bubble oscillations under harmonic far-
field pressure excitation with a large amplitude, including bifurcation and chaos,
and resulting acoustic emission rich in harmonics (Lauterborn and Cramer, 1981;
Prosperetti et al., 1988; Brenner et al., 2002).
A major difficulty in modeling cloud cavitation stems from multiple length-scales
of the problem, ranging from the size of a bubble, inter-bubble distance, and the size
of a bubble cloud, to the pressure wavelength. Existing methods of modeling can be
categorized into two major approaches, both of which impose certain assumptions
on separations of the scales: (1) tracking the dynamics of individual bubbles under
mutual-interactions, which we denote as Lagrangian point-bubble approach1 and
(2) considering the dynamics of macroscopic bubbly-mixture then modeling the
averaged effect of the bubble dynamics at the small scales on the mixture without
tracking individual bubbles, which we denote as the mixture-averaging approach.
In the Lagrangian point-bubble approach, the Rayleigh-Plesset equation (or one of
its many generalizations) is extended to a system of multiple bubbles by formulating
the potential flow induced by each bubble as a monopole (or poles represented by
certain set of harmonic functions that defines the bubble-shape when non-spherical
deformation is considered), and expressing their interactions using a multi-pole ex-
pansion (Takahira et al., 1994; Doinikov, 2004; Ilinskii et al., 2007). The dynamical
equation becomes a non-autonomous, implicit, linear system of ODEs in terms of
the radius and radial velocity of each bubble. The typical modeling assumption
made here is that the liquid is incompressible at a scale of bubble cloud; the char-
acteristic wavelength of the pressure field is much larger than the size of the cloud.
The solution of an N-body problem limits to a relatively small number of bubbles
1Lagrangian point-particle approach generally covers wide variety of numerical methods for
simulation of dispersed multi-phase flows (Balachandar and Eaton, 2010). Such other methods are
distinguished from the particular approach for the system of dispersed bubbles addressed in this
thesis.
5(Chahine and H. Liu, 1985; Bremond et al., 2006; Zeravcic et al., 2011).
The mixture-averaging approach was pioneered by vanWijngaarden (L. vanWijn-
gaarden, 1966; L vanWijngaarden, 1968). In the approach, bubbly-liquid is modeled
as a continuous mixture. The volume of dispersed bubbles is converted to a contin-
uous void fraction field in a control volume that contains a sufficiently large number
of bubbles. Here, critical modeling assumption is that the length-scale of the con-
trol volume (averaging length-scale) is larger than the characteristic inter-bubble
distance. The dynamics of the mixture are formulated as conservation equations
about the volume-averaged mass, momentum and energy of the mixture as partial
differential equations (PDEs), and they are denoted as volume-averaged equations.
The volumetric change in the gas-phase is closed by considering the averaged con-
tributions of the oscillations of bubbles in response to pressure fluctuations in the
mixture. Bubbles are typically modeled as spherical cavities, of which dynamics
are described by the Rayleigh-Plesset-type of equation. The radius and coordinate
of the bubbles are treated as statistically averaged quantities in the field of mixture,
rather than deterministic variables defined at each single bubble. Inter-bubble in-
teractions can be modeled by an effective pressure in the mixture that forces the
oscillations of bubbles, enabling the methods to avoid explicitly solving for the
interactions. Caflisch et al. (1985) later showed that the volume-averaged equations
formulated by vanWijngaarden can be derived by an adaptation of an ensemble-
averaged equation for multiple-scattering of waves in a random media introduced
by Foldy (1945). The family of volume- and ensemble-averaged equations is gen-
erally denoted as mixture-averaged equations, and has been applied to great many
problems including acoustic/shock propagation in bubbly liquid and other regimes
of bubbly flows.
A critical challenge in modeling the dynamics of cloud cavitation in HIFU is the
absence of scale separation assumed in the aforementioned approaches. High-
frequency ultrasound can have a small wavelength close to the size of the bubble
cloud, thus the assumption of liquid incompressibility made in the Lagrangian
point-bubble approach may be invalid. A large amplitude of the pressure excitation
results in nonlinear bubble oscillations with a large amplitude. The bubble-scattered
pressure wavesmay have structures as fine as the characteristic inter-bubble distance,
and an appropriate averaging length-scale may not exist within that a sufficiently
large number of bubbles are present, thus validity of the mixture-averaging approach
becomes ambiguous. The dynamics of cavitation bubbles in such a regime cannot
6(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Schematic of an Eulerian-Lagrangian method employed by Kameda
and Matsumoto (1996). Reprinted from Kameda and Matsumoto (1996) with the
permission of AIP Publishing. © 1996 by AIP Publishing.
be modeled by existing methods of simulation with reasonable accuracy, and the
effects of cloud cavitation in HIFU have thus been elusive.
1.4 Numerical approaches
Eulerian-Lagrangian method
With the growth in computational power, various numerical methods have been de-
veloped to solve the mixture-averaged equations at fine spatial scales. An Eulerian-
Lagrangian method has been explored as one of such methods.
The method was employed by Kameda and Matsumoto (1996) in the context of
simulating the shock-propagation in a bubbly-mixture with a relatively small number
of bubbles in a cylindrical pipe (figure 1.4 (a)). In the method, the mixture-averaged
equation is discretized on a two-dimensional computational grid defined on an
Eulerian frame of reference, while the dynamics of individual bubbles are explicitly
tracked as Lagrangian points unlike the classical mixture-averaging approach. The
volume of bubbles is converted onto the void fraction field on the grid. The pressure
at the coordinate of each bubble is interpolated from the pressure of the mixture
defined on the grid and used to force the bubble oscillations in the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation. The purpose of using the Eulerian-Lagrangian method was that the
method is capable of accounting for the effect of non-uniform spatial distribution of
7bubbles on the shock propagation as well as mimicking the experimental condition
of bubbles in simulation, shown in figure 1.4 (b), such that direct comparisons can be
made. Those were not possible with one-dimensional classical mixture-averaging
approaches that assume statistical, spatial homogeneity of the bubble distribution
in the span-wise (pipe-normal) direction. The capabilities of the method are also
beneficial for combined numerical and experimental analysis of cloud cavitation as
demonstrated in Chapter 4 and 5.
Subgrid modeling
An important property of numerical methods of CFD is grid convergence of so-
lutions, meaning that numerical solutions converge to analytical solutions, if they
exist, with a refinement of temporal and spatial discretization. This property is,
for instance, important for Large-Eddy-Simulation (LES); the solution of LES with
proper sub-grid modeling of turbulent eddies predicts the correct turbulent statis-
tics without explicitly resolving the eddies, while it recovers the solution of direct
numerical simulation (DNS) with grid refinement (Leonard, 1975; Meneveau and
Katz, 2000).
Fuster and Colonius (2011) attempted to develop an Eulerian-Lagrangianmethod for
modeling bubble clusters that allows grid convergence, in that themodel recovers the
analytical solution of the Keller-Miksis equation, a variation of the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation, for a single bubble with grid refinement. This was done by modeling the
pressure field at a sub-grid scalewithin computational cells that contain bubbles. The
pressure field around a oscillating bubble is a superposition of the far-field pressure
generated by an external source, that forces the bubble oscillations, and the pressure
field induced by the bubble. The bubble-induced pressure field radially decays with
distance from the bubble surface and thus tends to become negligible in the far-field,
while it is significant in the near field. When the size of grid becomes close to the
size of the bubble, the pressure of the cell (cell-averaged pressure) deviates from
the true component of the far-field pressure that forces the bubble oscillations due
to the contribution of the bubble-induced pressure. Therefore, using the pressure
of the cell to force the bubble oscillations results in incorrect simulations of the
bubble dynamics. A sub-grid model corrects this error by properly modeling the
far-field component of the pressure that forces the bubble oscillations to recover
the solution of the Keller-Miksis equation. The bubble-induced pressure field can
be also modeled as an acoustic wave propagating outward and resolved on the
surrounding grids. Fuster and Colonius (2011) focused on validating the sub-grid
8modeling using idealized, two-dimensional problems of bubble clouds excited by
a weak pressure wave. The numerical scheme used to integrate the Eulerian field
(background flow solver) is non-dissipative and is restricted to a linear pressure
wave that could not support pressure waves with a strong amplitude in a practical
range of cloud cavitation considered in BWL.Nevertheless, the Eulerian-Lagrangian
method can be potentially extended for three-dimensional problems and generalized
to support strong pressure waves by combining with an appropriate background
flow solver that can support strong, nonlinear pressure waves. Such extension and
generalization of the method may enable accurate computation of cloud cavitation
in HIFU.
Finite volume WENO scheme
A shock- and interface-capturing method is popularly used to simulate the dynamics
of compressible fluid with discontinuities such as shockwave and material interfaces
on an Eulerian grid. In the method, the discontinuity is treated as a continuous but
large gradient in the flow variables. By doing so, the (region of) discontinuity is
advected on a grid, and thus effectively captured, without being explicitly tracked.
Meanwhile, such simulations tend to suffer from the following drawbacks: loss of
accuracy due to smearing of the interface region, resulting from numerical diffusion;
numerical instabilities due to the high pressure and density gradient in the interface-
region. Finite Volume Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (FV-WENO) scheme
is a numerical scheme to spatially integrate the flow field on a grid. By introducing
an optimal dissipation near discontinuities, the scheme is able to achieve high-order
accuracy of solution, thus low dissipation, in smooth region, while avoid oscillations
at the discontinuities (X.-D. Liu et al., 1994; Johnsen and Colonius, 2006; Coralic
and Colonius, 2014; Shu, 2016). The scheme has been applied to simulation of
various challenging problems with shocks and interfaces (Tanguay, 2004; Johnsen
and Colonius, 2009; Coralic and Colonius, 2013; Meng and Colonius, 2018).
Owing to its robustness, high-order accuracy and reasonable spectral properties,
variations of FV-WENO (or in some cases finite-difference WENO) have also been
applied to simulate complex, multi-scale problems of compressible flows, including
shock- boundary layer interaction and shock-turbulence interaction (Pirozzoli, 2002;
Hill and Pullin, 2004; Lele and Larsson, 2009; Johnsen, Larsson, et al., 2010).
Considering these performances, FV-WENOcan be potentially used as a background
flow solver to resolve incident ultrasound waves and strong bubble-induced pressure
waves in simulation of cloud cavitation, combined with the strategy of sub-grid
9modeling. This is the focus of Chapter 3.
1.5 Motivation and objectives
The motivation for the present thesis is the realization that the state-of-the-art tech-
niques of CFD may further advance the existing framework of modeling the bubble
cloud dynamics, and combined numerical and experimental analysis using the ad-
vanced model may provide detailed insights into the dynamics of cavitation bubble
clouds in an ultrasound field and enable quantification of the potential effects of
cavitation on outcomes of BWL.
The overall objective of the present thesis is three-fold. The first is to develop
numerical tools for simulation of cloud cavitation in intense ultrasound fields. The
second is to use the tools to investigate and gain the knowledge on the bubble cloud
dynamics for understanding the dynamics of bubble clouds in combination with
laboratory experiment. The third is to apply the numerical tools and the knowledge
to quantify the effects of cavitation on the outcomes of BWL.
To enable direct comparisons of numerical simulation and experiment, numerical
models and methods are designed to mimic the physical process of experimental
setups as explicitly as possible (i.e., modeling and visualizing individual bubbles).
For problems that require a prohibitively large amount of computational resource,
model reduction techniques are carefully introduced to reduce the cost of compu-
tations. This is to maximize the amount of information extracted from a given
resource, compromising between increase in the total number of simulation runs
and loss of accuracy due to the model reduction. For simulations of cloud cavitation,
the population and the size distribution of pre-existing bubble nuclei are not known
a-priori. For the best quality of engineering prediction, experiments were used not
only to validate the numerical methods, but also to provide an approximate range of
initial conditions of bubble nuclei as an input parameter of numerical simulations.
It should be stated that, the present thesis focuses on cloud cavitation in water in
the laboratory in vitro. The actual clinical treatment of BWL will involve complex
dynamics of ultarsound propagation through the human body and their interactions
with various shapes and compositions of kidney stones. Modeling such effects is,
however, beyond the focus of the present objectives of quantifying the effects of
cloud cavitation on the prototype-BWL. The philosophy of this thesis is that the
numerical tools developed for idealized problems can be used as building blocks
to study more complex problems, and that analysis of the idealized problems may
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help and motivate designing future experiments and simulations that model the
environments in vivo.
1.6 Summary of contributions
In this section the contributions of the thesis thatmeet the objectives are summarized.
• A mathematical model of an acoustic source is developed that can generate
uni-directional (one-way) pressure waves from an arbitrary surface immersed
in a three-dimensional computational domain. The model is implemented
in the Euler equation. FV-WENO is used to simulate generation of focused
ultrasound by piezo-ceramic medial transducers. Results were validated by
comparing with experimental measurements (Chapter 2).
• A numerical method is developed for simulation of cloud cavitation excited by
a strong ultrasound wave. It is an Eulerian-Lagrangian method with a subgrid
model and a FV-WENO scheme, and implemented in a massively parallel
framework for simulations of three-dimensional problems. Reduced models
are introduced for simulation of bubble clouds that possess translational or
axi-symmetry. The reduced model averages the Eulerian field in the direction
of symmetry to reduce the total number of grid cells from O(N3) to O(N2),
where N is the number of grid per dimension. The missing component of the
pressure in the direction of symmetry is modeled as a stochastic noise at a sub-
grid scale. The method is verified using problems of acoustic cavitation of a
single bubble, bubble screen, and a bubble cloud. An anisotropic structure is
newly identified in the bubble cloud during the passage of a focused ultrasound
wave, in that proximal bubbles grow to larger radius than the distal bubbles.
(Chapter 3).
• In order to elucidate the anisotropic structure and underlying physics, the dy-
namics of bubble clouds in intense ultrasound fields are further investigated
through experimental high-speed imaging and numerical simulations. Volu-
metric evolutions of bubble cloud obtained in the simulation agree with the
high-speed images. A scaling parameter, namely dynamic cloud interaction
parameter, is introduced to characterize the nonlinear bubble cloud dynamics
that generalizes the cloud interaction parameter introduced by d’Agostino and
Brennen (1989) for linearized bubble cloud dynamics. It is found that the
proposed parameter scales the energy localization in the cloud; the kinetic
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energy of liquid induced by bubbles becomes larger in the proximal side of
the cloud than in the distal side, with the increase of the parameter. Under
pressure excitation with a high amplitude, the proximal, energetic bubbles can
be locally cavitated, and this results in the anisotropic structure. Moreover,
it is shown that the amplitude of the far-field, bubble-scattered acoustics is
likewise scaled by the proposed parameter, and thus is correlated with the
energy-localization in the cloud. The numerical results indicated that bubble
clouds scatter a large portion of incoming ultrasound waves, implying that
cloud cavitation cause energy shielding of nearby kidney stones. (Chapter 4).
• The magnitude of the energy shielding of a kidney stone by a layer of bubble
clouds nucleated on the surface of a stone model are quantified through a
combined experimental and numerical study. In the experiment, bubble-
scattered acoustics are measured, and the evolution of bubbles are captured
by high-speed imaging. Results of the simulation show favorable agreement
with the experimental measurements of bubble-scattered acoustics and high-
speed imaging of bubbles. The numerical results show that up to 90% of the
incomingwave energy can be scattered by the bubbles. This indicates potential
loss of efficacy of the treatment due to cavitation. A strong correlation between
the amplitude of the scattered acoustics and the energy shielding is discovered
(Chapter 5).
• The solution method for the dynamical equation that formulates the dynamics
of spherical gas bubbles under mutual interactions used in the Lagrangian
point-bubble approach is discussed (Appendix A).
1.7 Organization of this thesis
In Chapters 2, the acoustic source model is developed and implemented in the
Euler equation. Focused ultrasound waves generated from medical transducers are
simulated using the model. Experimental validation is presented.
Chapter 3 is devoted to development of the Eulerian-Lagrangian method. Special
emphasis is placed upon sub-gridmodels for accurate simulation of bubble dynamics
and upon reduced order models for accelerate computation. Supplemental materials
on the speed-up of the simulation due to the model reduction and on the sub-grid
model are documented in the chapter appendixes.
Chapter 4 presents the combined experimental and numerical investigation of the
dynamics of bubble clouds in intense ultrasound fields. The numerical tools devel-
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oped in Chapter 2 and 3 and experimental high-speed imaging of bubble clouds in
a focused ultrasound wave are utilized to elucidate the anisotropic structure. Sup-
plemental materials on the dynamics of bubble clouds under pressure excitation in
the long wavelength regime are documented in the chapter appendix.
Chapter 5 presents quantification of the energy shielding of a model stone by a layer
of cavitation bubbles during BWL through a combined experimental and numerical
study.
A summary of conclusions and recommendations for future work are stated in
Chapter 6.
Appendix A describes a solution method for the Rayleigh-Plesset equation extended
for a system of multiple bubbles that can be used in the Lagrangian-point bubble
approach.
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C h a p t e r 2
AN ONE-WAY ACOUSTIC SOURCE MODEL FOR
SIMULATION OF MEDICAL ULTRASOUND
A part of this chapter is published in Wave Motion, 2017.
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, a model of an acoustic source is developed to simulate the generation
of focused ultrasound by piezo-ceramicmedical transducers. This aim is generalized
as a mathematical problem to derive a unique, uniform distribution of source terms
of the Euler- and Navier-Stokes equations on an arbitrary surface immersed in
three-dimensional space to generate uni-directional (one-way) waves that propagate
toward one side of the surface.
Simulation of linear and nonlinear acoustic fields using the Euler or Navier-Stokes
equations is of use in diverse applications. For many applications, a source of acous-
tic waves is modeled as an oscillating surface. Treating the source surface as a real
oscillating surface requires either body-fitted grids or immersed boundary/surface
techniques, see for example Ginter et al. (2002), Krimmel et al. (2010), and Okita
et al. (2011). In many cases, however, the surface itself is irrelevant to the ensuing
dynamics, and we therefore seek an immersed, volumetric representation of acous-
tic waves produced at such an immersed surface, but without explicitly modeling
the surface as a boundary condition. It is desirable in such a source to suppress
generation of waves from the “back” of the surface; even if the presence of the direct
waves generated can be tolerated, their reflection from open computational bound-
aries (with imperfectly non-reflecting boundary conditions) can lead to undesirable
contamination of the solution. Improving the boundary conditions and/or enlarging
the domain can be cumbersome (Colonius, 2004), and we therefore further seek to
require that the source generates a set of unidirectional waves to the surface normal.
A related problem is parabolization (Lee et al., 2000; Towne and Colonius, 2015),
which seeks to derive well-posed equations that support only waves propagating
in a single direction (or over a limited range of angles). This is distinct from the
simpler goal of the present chapter, which is to obtain one-way sources for use in
the full governing equations. To do so, we use a concept from active noise reduction
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(Williams, 1984; Nelson and Elliott, 1991), which is that by placing sound sources
of controlled phase delay at proper locations, resulting sound waves propagating in a
particular direction can be actively canceled (Kuo andMorgan, 1995). To do this, we
distribute singular sources of mass, momentum, and energy on a three-dimensional
surface and use a smeared Dirac delta function to regularize the singular distribution
to a volume surrounding the surface. TheGreen’s function solution for locally planar
waves is then used to construct an anti-sound source for waves propagating in one
direction. The superposition of these sources gives the desired one-way source.
The model is validated with analytical solutions for spherical and planar waves,
and then used to model a single element, high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)
transducer and a multi-element array medical transducer on a portion of a spherical
surface. We compare the acoustic field produced by the one-way source for the
single-element transducer with experimental measurements reported by Canney et
al. (2008) in both linear and nonlinear regimes, and that of the multi-element array
medical transducer withmeasurements reported byMaxell (2016) in a linear regime.
The proposed model can in principle be combined with any discretization of the
Euler or Navier-Stokes equations.
2.2 Model
Inhomogeneous Euler equations
To model acoustic generation in a fluid by forcing, we consider the compressible,
inhomogeneous Euler equations,
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) =S1, (2.1)
∂(ρu)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρuu + pI) =S2, (2.2)
∂E
∂t
+ ∇ · [(E + p)u] =S3, (2.3)
where S1, S2 and S3 represent scalar mass, vector momentum, and scalar energy
sources, respectively. We close the equation by stiffened gas equation of state:
p = (γ − 1)ρε − γpi∞, (2.4)
where ε is the specific internal energy, with ρε = E − 12 ρu · u, and γ and pi∞ are
parameters. Ideal gas equation of state is recovered with pi∞ = 0. In the present
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study we use (γ, pi∞) = (1.4, 0) for air and (γ, pi∞) = (7.1, 3.06 × 109) for water,
respectively.
Our goal is to find a combination of S1, S2 and S3 that generates one-way waves.
To this aim, in the following we will compute general solutions of the equation in
terms of arbitrary S1, S2 and S3. First we rewrite the equation in terms of linear
perturbation about a quiescent state:
∂ρ′
∂t
+ ρ0∇ · u′ = S1, (2.5)
∂u′
∂t
+
1
ρ0
∇p′ = S2
ρ0
, (2.6)
∂p′
∂t
+ γ(p0 + pi∞)∇ · u′ = (γ − 1)S3, (2.7)
where scripts ()′ and ()0 denote variables at perturbed and stationary states, respec-
tively. The linearized equations may be further manipulated to obtain
1
c20
∂2p′
∂t2
− ∇2p′ = ∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2, (2.8)
∂ω′
∂t
=
∇ × S2
ρ0
, (2.9)
ρ0T0
∂s′
∂t
= S3 −
c20
γ − 1S1, (2.10)
whereω′ = ∇× u′ is the vorticity perturbation, s′ is the entropy perturbation and T0
is the backgrounds temperature. In general, with a presence of entropy source at the
source surface (e.g. heat injection), the right hand side of equation (2.10) is non-
zero. In the present study, to avoid generating entropy at the surface, we therefore
set S3 = c20/(γ − 1)S1. The curl of the source distribution S2 will, unavoidably,
create vorticity perturbations near an arbitrarily shaped surface. For some simple
geometries, including plane waves, the curl will be identically zero, but, in any case,
the vorticity generated will remain confined to a small Stokes layer near the surface
in an otherwise quiescent media.
Using a Green’s function, the solution of the equation (2.8) is given as
p(x, t) =
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζG(t, τ, x, τ)(∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2). (2.11)
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The essential idea of the present model is to consider a local region on the two-
dimensional surface is locally spherical (with planar as a special case), and use
the appropriate Green’s function to derive a set of sources and anti-sources that
produces the desired one-way wave field. To motivate the general case, we first
examine planar, spherical, and cylindrical surfaces in the next two sections.
Plane wave
Forcing a three-dimensional, initially quiescent, unbounded field of domain is con-
sidered using the source model for one-way plane wave. To this end we define a
source plane represented by x = x0 on which the source of the same strength is
uniformly distributed. The source terms S1 and S2 can be expressed as
S1 = f (t)δ(x − x0) (2.12)
S2 =g(t)δ(x − x0), (2.13)
where f (t) and g(t) are arbitrary functions satisfying causality condition: f (t) =
g(t) = 0 for t < 0. Though the analytical expressions for S1 and S2 are presented
by Williams (1984), in the context of anti-sound generation for active noise control,
we repeat the derivation for clarity.
The Green’s function for the one-dimensional wave equation is
G(t, τ, x, τ) = H(c(t − τ) − |x − ζ |), (2.14)
where H is Heaviside step function. Substituting S1 and S2 into the solution above,
we obtain
p(x, t) =c
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)(∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2) (2.15)
=
c
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)( Ûf (τ)δ(ζ − x0) − g(τ)δ′(ζ − x0))
(2.16)
=
c
2
∫ t
0
dτH(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |) Ûf (τ)︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
(A)
(2.17)
− c
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)g(τ)δ′(ζ − x0)︸                                                            ︷︷                                                            ︸
(B)
. (2.18)
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We can compute the integrals (A) and (B) as
(A) =
[
H(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |) f (τ)
] t
0
+
∫ ∞
−∞
c(δ(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)) f (τ) (2.19)
= f (t − |x0 − x |
c
) (2.20)
(B) = −
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
∂
∂ζ
[H(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)]g(τ)δ(ζ − x0) (2.21)
=
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
∂ |ζ − x |
∂ζ
δ(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)g(τ)δ(ζ − x0) (2.22)
=
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ sgn(ζ − x)δ(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)g(τ)δ(ζ − x0) (2.23)
=
∫ t
0
dτ sgn(x0 − x)δ(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)g(τ) (2.24)
=
1
c
g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x0 − x) (2.25)
= − 1
c
g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x − x0) (2.26)
to obtain
p(x, t) = 1
2
(
c f (t − |x0 − x |
c
) + g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x − x0)
)
. (2.27)
Thus we see that the mass source S1 acts as a monopole that generates outgoing
waves of the same amplitude and the same sign, propagating in both ±x directions,
while the momentum source S2 acts as a dipole that generates outgoing waves of the
same amplitude, but opposite sign, propagating in ±x directions.
By defining f (t) = g(t)/c, we obtain
p(x, t) =1
2
[
g(t − |x0 − x |
c
) + g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x − x0)
]
(2.28)
=
1
2
[
(1 + sgn(x − x0))g(t − |x0 − x |c )
]
(2.29)
=H(x − x0)g(t − |x − x0 |c ). (2.30)
This is clearly a one-way solution that represents waves propagating only in +x di-
rection. The waves caused by S1 and S2 propagating in−x direction cancel with each
other since they have the same amplitude but opposite signs. In addition to the noise
control, cancellation of a component of waves propagating in a particular direction
by superposition of multiple sources, has been applied to analytical representation
of Gaussian beam by point sources and sinks (Sapozhnikov, 2012).
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Spherical wave
Next, we consider an acoustic source distributed on a spherical surface represented
by x = x0, where x is now the radius in spherical polar coordinates, to generate a
one-way spherical wave. The wave equation in terms of x becomes
1
c20
∂2p
∂t2
− (∂
2p
∂x2
+
2
x
∂p
∂x
) = ∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2, (2.31)
wherewe have used the definition of Laplacian in spherical polar coordinates∇2(·) =
1
x2
∂2
∂x2 x
2(·). Notice that we can reformulate the equation in terms of xp:
1
c20
∂2(xp)
∂t2
− ∂
2(xp)
∂r2
= x
[
∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2
]
. (2.32)
Then we can apply the same Green’s function used for the plane source distribution
to obtain:
xp(x, t) =c
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)ζ(∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2) (2.33)
=
c
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |) (2.34)
ζ[ Ûf (τ)δ(ζ − x0) − g(τ) 1
ζ2
∂
∂ζ
(ζ2δ(ζ − x0))]
(2.35)
=
cx0
2
∫ t
0
dτH(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |) Ûf (τ)︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
(A)
(2.36)
− cx
2
0
2
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
1
ζ
H(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)g(τ)δ′(ζ − x0)︸                                                               ︷︷                                                               ︸
(C)
. (2.37)
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Integral (A) follows that used in the plane wave solution. The integral (C) differs
from (B). We further compute
(C) = −
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
∂
∂ζ
(
1
ζ
H(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)
)
g(τ)δ(ζ − x0) (2.38)
= −
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζ
(
− sgn(ζ − x)
ζ
δ(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |) (2.39)
− 1
ζ2
H(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)
)
g(τ)δ(ζ − x0) (2.40)
=
1
x0
∫ t
0
dτsgn(x0 − x)δ(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)g(τ)︸                                                    ︷︷                                                    ︸
(B)
(2.41)
+
1
x20
∫ t
0
dτH(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)g(τ)︸                                     ︷︷                                     ︸
(D)
. (2.42)
Integral (D) becomes
(D) =
[
H(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)(Gg(τ) + C)
] t
0
+
∫ t
0
dτcδ(c(t − τ) − |x0 − x |)(Gg(τ) + C(x)) (2.43)
=Gg(t − |x0 − x |c ) + C(x), (2.44)
where Gg(t) is the anti-derivative of g(t) and C(x) is an integration constant.
By using the expressions for (A) − (C), we obtain the following solution:
p(x, t) = 1
2
x0
x
(
c f (t − |x0 − x |
c
) + g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x0 − x)
− c
x0
(Gg(t − |x0 − x |c ) + C(x))
)
. (2.45)
C(x) can be obtained by comparing this solution with the initial condition, p(x, t =
0).
We see that, the waves generated by the mass source S1 is a monopole solution like
in the plane solution, while the waves generated by the momentum source S2 also
contain a monopole solution, in addition to the dipole component seen in the plane
wave solution. The monopole component induced by S2 clearly originates from the
spherical geometry. It is straightforward that defining
f (t) = 1
c
g(t) + 1
x0
(Gg(t − |x0 − x |c ) + C(x)) (2.46)
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makes the following one-way wave solution propagating outward:
p(x, t) = x0
x
H(x − x0)g(t − |x0 − x |c ). (2.47)
Despite its simplicity, this form of the one-way spherical wave source has not, to
our knowledge, been previously reported.
Cylindrical wave
It is widely known that the cylindrical wave equation does not have a closed form
of solution. The model of one-way cylindrical source in a simple form is therefore
not available, unlike the plane or spherical one-way source. Instead, we can obtain
an approximate solution in a closed form by solving the following inhomogeneous
wave equation in terms of
√
xp, in analogous to equation (2.32):
1
c20
∂2(√xp)
∂t2
− ∂
2(√xp)
∂x2
=
√
x
[
∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2
]
. (2.48)
This approximation is valid for a cylindrical wave with a characteristic wave length
much smaller than the radius of the cylindrical source plane (Whitham, 2011). The
solution of equation(2.48) is readily available using the Green’s function:
p(x, t) = 1
2
c√
x
∫ t
0
dτ
∫ ∞
−∞
dζH(c(t − τ) − |ζ − x |)
√
ζ(∂S1
∂t
− ∇ · S2)(2.49)
=
1
2
√
x0√
x
(
c f (t − |x0 − x |
c
) + g(t − |x0 − x |
c
)sgn(x0 − x) (2.50)
− c√
x0
(Gg(t − |x0 − x |c ) + C(x))
)
. (2.51)
It is straightforward that defining
f (t) = 1
c
g(t) + 1√
x0
(Gg(t − |x0 − x |c ) + C(x)) (2.52)
makes the following one-way wave solution:
p(x, t) =
√
x0√
x
H(x − x0)g(t − |x0 − x |c ). (2.53)
Arbitrary, smooth surfaces
For the general case of acoustic source that is distributed on combinations of arbitrary
but smooth, two-dimensional surfaces, wemay combine the plane, cylindrical and/or
spherical one-way sources as building blocks that align on the source plane. As an
example of such cases, in section 2.4 we will demonstrate a simulation of acoustic
fields generated by a multi-element array medical transducer, using a combination
of spherical one-way sources to model the transducer elements.
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2.3 Numerical implementation
In principle, the models for one-way source derived in the previous section can be
used for any numerical methods that solve the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations.
For good accuracy, the waves should be introduced into a region of approximately
quiescent flow, and the amplitude should be limited such that the linearization, upon
which the source model rests, holds. Regardless, we can simply amend the derived
source terms to the original nonlinear equations. In order to demonstrate verifica-
tions and validations of the model, in the present chapter we use a finite-volume,
fifth-order WENO scheme (Titarev and E. Toro, 2004) both in cylindrical coordi-
nates with an azimuthal symmetry and Cartesian coordinates. High-order WENO
scheme is particularly capable of accurately simulating discontinuous solutions,
including shockwave and material interface (Coralic and Colonius, 2014).
In the following we describe a method of numerical representation of the governing
equation in cylindrical coordinates with azimuthal symmetry. That in 3D Cartesian
coordinates can be trivially derived in a similar manner, and thus is omitted here.
We spatially discretize the forced Euler equation in the following form:
∂q
∂t
+
∂ f (q)
∂z
+
∂g(q)
∂r
= sg(q) + ss(q), (2.54)
where q is the vector of conservative variables, f , g are vectors of fluxes, s is
the vector of source terms and the superscripts (·)g and (·)s denote the geometrical
source and the acoustic source, respectively. This formulation is convenient since
the variables can be discretized in 2D Cartesian coordinates (E. F. Toro, 2013). We
integrate the above equation in arbitrary finite volume grid cell
Ii, j = [zi−1/2, zi+1/2] × [r j−1/2, r j+1/2], (2.55)
where i and j are the indices of the cells in z− and r−directions, and zi±1/2 and r j±1/2
are the positions of cell faces. At each finite volume cell, we express the equation
in the following semi-discrete form:
dqi, j
dt
=
1
∆zi
[ f i−1/2, j − f i+1/2, j] +
1
∆r j
[gi, j−1/2 − gi, j+1/2]
+
1
2r j
[sgi, j−1/2 + s
g
i, j+1/2] + ssi, j . (2.56)
The conservative variables at cell faces are reconstructed by 5th order WENO
scheme from the cell-centered values, then are used in HLLC Riemann solver to
calculate the fluxes. A symmetry boundary condition is used at the domain boundary
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corresponding to the axis of symmetry, r = 0, and approximately nonreflecting,
characteristic boundary conditions are used at other domain boundaries (Thompson,
1987). Further details are provided in Coralic and Colonius (2014).
We express the forcing term ss defined on a surface Γ using the following integral
representation:
ss =
∫
Γ
ΩΓ(ξ, t)δ(X(ξ, t) − x)dξ, (2.57)
where ξ is the coordinate defined on Γ, ΩΓ(ξ, t) is the forcing, and X(ξ, t) ∈ Γ is
the function that maps ξ to x. In z − r 2D axi-symmetric coordinates, arbitrary
surface with axi-symmetric geometry can be represented by a curve L. L can be
parametrized by a single scalar ξ, thus we have
ss =
∫
Γ
ΩΓ(ξ, t)δ(X(ξ, t) − x)dξ, (2.58)
where dξ is the line element of L.
We express the forcing at cell Ii, j by
ssi, j =
K∑
k=1
ΩΓ(ξk, t)δh(|X(ξk, t) − xi, j |)∆ξk, (2.59)
where δh is a smeared delta function, ∆ξk is the length of kth line elements of L,
and k ∈ Z : k ∈ [1,K]. Various forms of δh are available (Peskin, 2002). In the
present study we employ the second-order, two-dimensional Gaussian function:
δh(h) = 1(√2piσ)2
e−
1
2
h2
σ2 , (2.60)
where σ is the support width. Typically σ = O(∆) is taken, where ∆ is the charac-
teristic grid size at the region of the source. The overall rate of grid convergence
of the scheme is second-order in smooth regions of the field. Note that the second
order accuracy of the scheme for smooth regions is due to the second-order accurate
spatial discretization of the geometrical source, shown in equation (2.56), despite
5th order WENO scheme is used for reconstruction of variables at cell faces. Tem-
poral integration of the partial differential equation is realized by third-order total
variation diminishing Runge-Kutta scheme (TVD-RK).
2.4 Numerical Results
We now verify and validate the one-way source models. First, we verify the source
model by simulating the one- and three-dimensional sources for which analytical
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solutions are available. Next we consider HIFU waves produced on a portion
of a spherical shell and compare with previous experimental measurements as
well as numerical solutions employing the KZK equation. Finally, we apply the
spherical one-way source to 3D simulation of a ultrasound generation with a multi-
element array medical transducer, and then compare the simulated acoustic fields
with experimental measurements.
Simulation of a plane Gaussian pulse
We first simulate a one-way, Gaussian acoustic pulse in air propagating in +z
direction from the source distributed on the plane of z = 0. On z − r Cartesian grid,
since the line source is aligned on the r axis, source representation can be simplified
by smearing the source in ±z direction to express the source term as
ssi, j = ΩΓ(t)δh(|ri |), (2.61)
where ΩΓ(t) = [ f (t)/c0, f (t), 0, c20 f (t)/(γ − 1)] and
f (t) = pa√
2piσt
e
− 12
(t−t0)2
σ2t , (2.62)
where σt is the support width of the Gaussian pulse in the time space and t0 is
the delay. We take pa = 10 Pa, σt = 5 µs and t0 = 20 µs. The simulation
domain is z ∈ [−20, 20] and r ∈ [0, 20] mm. The initial condition is given by
(ρ, u, p) = (1.204, 0, 101325), where the density, velocity, and pressure are in kg/m3,
m/s and Pa, respectively. The simulation is evolved with a constant time-step,
∆t = 160 ns. 200×100 uniform computational grids are used.
In figure 2.1 (a) we compare the analytical and numerical solutions of p′ at t =
49.3 µs. For reference, We plot the components of the numerical solution of
p′ that emanate from the mass and the momentum sources in figure 2.1 (b) and
(c), respectively. The results show that the numerical solution agrees well with the
analytical solution. As expected, in the right-going part of the numerical solution, the
component from the mass source, identified as a monopole, has the same amplitude
and sign with those of the component from the momentum source, thus they get
amplified with each other. In the left-going part, the component from the mass
source and that of the momentum source have the same amplitude but opposite sign,
thus they cancel with each other.
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Figure 2.1: Pressure distribution on the z-axis at t = 49.3 µs. (a) The analytical
(-) and numerical (◦) solutions are compared. The components of the numerical
solution that emanate from (b) the mass source () and (c) the momentum source
(×) are plotted for reference.
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Simulation of a spherical sinusoidal pulse
Secondly, we simulate a one-way, sinusoidal acoustic pulse in water propagating
inward from a uniform acoustic source distributed on a spherical shell with its center
located at the origin, and with a radius of r0 = 15 mm. The expressions used for
the source terms are ΩΓ(ξ, t) = [ f (t), gz(ξ, t), gr(ξ, t), c20 f (t)/(γ − 1)], where, with
angular frequency ω = 2pi fs,
f (t) =pa
c0
sin(ω(t − t0)) + par0 (Gg(ω(t − t0)) + C), (2.63)
gz(ξ, t) = − pasin(ω(t − t0))cosξ, (2.64)
gr(ξ, t) = − pasin(ω(t − t0))sinξ. (2.65)
The spherical shell is represented as an upper hemi-circle in the z − r coordinate
plane. ξ is defined as the polar angle that parametrizes the arc of the hemi-circle;
ξ ∈ R : ξ ∈ [0, pi] and X(ξ) = [r0cosξ, r0sinξ]. The geometrical components of the
mass source Gg(t) and C are expressed as
Gg(t) =
∫
−sin(ωτ)dτ = 1
ω
cos(ωt), (2.66)
C = − Gg(0) = − 1
ω
. (2.67)
We take pa = 10 Pa, fs = 3.0 × 105 Hz, and t0 = pi/(2 f ) s. The simulation domain
is z ∈ [−20, 20] and r ∈ [0, 20] mm. We evolve the simulation with the initial
condition given by (ρ, u, p) = (1000, 0, 101325), where the density, velocity, and
pressure are in kg/m3, ms−1 and Pa, respectively. The simulation is evolved with a
constant time-step, ∆t = 20 ns. 800×400 uniform computational grids are used.
In figure 2.2 (a) we compare the distribution of the analytical and numerical solutions
of the pressure scaled by the radial coordinate, rp′/r0, on the r-axis at t = 5.12
µs. The numerical solution with and without the geometric component in the
source term, Gg(t), are plotted. The result shows that the numerical solution with
Gg(t) agrees well with the analytical solution, while that without Gg(t) does not.
Figure 2.2 (b) shows the error defined as E = r((p′Anal − p′Numel)/pa)/r0 for the
numerical solution with and without Gg(t). The difference between the two errors
corresponds to the wave excited by Gg(t) in the numerical solution. The difference
in the error is composed of an incoming and outgoing component of the same
form and amplitude. This observation agrees with the result of our modeling that
the geometrical component of the momentum source corresponds to monopole
excitation. Finally, a convergence study is performed on the pressure. Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.2: (a)The distribution of the scaled pressure rp′/r0 on the r-axis at t = 5.12
µs. The analytical (−) and numerical solutions are compared. The numerical
solution with (◦) and without (×) the geometric component in the source term,
Gg(t)), are plotted. One of every five data points are shown for the numerical
solutions. (b)The magnitude of the scaled error between the same analytical and
numerical solutions, E = r((p′Numel − p′Anal)/p′Anal)/r0, on the r-axis at t = 5.12 µs.
The errors in terms of the numerical solution with the geometric component (◦) and
without the geometric component (×) in the source term are plotted.
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Figure 2.3: L1,2,∞-norm of the error between the analytical solution and the numeri-
cal solution at t = 5.12 µs as a function of the grid size (2N × N). Reference slopes
for the first and second order convergence are included.
shows L1,2,∞-norm of the error between the analytical solution and the numerical
solution with Gg(t), both of which are shown in figure 2.2 (a), as a function of the
grid size. The result indicates that the numerical solution is first-order accurate.
While the underlying finite-volume scheme being used is second-order accurate
(for smooth solution), our regularization of the singular source on the scale of the
grid spacing strands a first-order error in the source representation (Tornberg and
Engquist, 2003).
High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound
Next, we simulate a focused ultrasound field generated by a medical transducer
studied by Canney et al. (2008). The transducer is composed of a single element of
spherically focused, piezoceramic crystal with a characteristic frequency of 2.158
MHz. Following the linear analysis of a focused acoustic field by Canney et al., we
define the aperture and radius of curvature of the transducer as 42.0 mm and 44.4
mm, respectively. On the z − r coordinate plane, we define the source as the arc
of the circular section with its center located at the origin, radius r0 = 22 mm and
central angle α/2. ξ is defined as the polar angle that parametrizes the arc of the
circular section; ξ ∈ R : ξ ∈ [0, α/2] and X(ξ) = [r0cosξ, r0sinξ]. Definition of the
source follows equation (2.63-2.65). The simulation domain is z ∈ [−0.6, 68.4] and
r ∈ [0, 24] mm. The initial condition is given by (ρ, u, p) = (1, 0, 101325), where
the density, velocity and pressure are in kg/m3, m/s and Pa, respectively.
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Figure 2.4: The (a)axial and (b)focal scans of the pressure field in water by the SEA
hydrophone for p0 = 1.0× 104 Pa. The result of the direct numerical simulation (-),
and SEA hydrophone measurement by Canney et al. (2008) (◦), and O’Neal analytic
solution (- -) (O’Neil, 1949) are compared.
To validate the source model for the transducer, we first simulate a focused acoustic
field in the linear regime with a source amplitude of pa = 1.0 × 104 Pa to obtain
the axial and focal scan of the pressure, for which an experimental measurement
and analytical solution are available. The simulation is evolved with a constant
time-step, ∆t = 6.75 ns. 3250×1200 uniform computational grids, with a cell size
of ∆x = ∆y = 20 µm, are used. In figure 2.4 we compare the results. The present
simulation agrees very well with the analytical solution, and relatively well with the
experimental measurement. We also note that the gain of the transducer obtained in
the simulation isGa = 48, whereGa = pf/pa and pf is the focal pressure. The value
of the gain agrees with that of both the measurement and analytical solution. The
discrepancy between the experimental measurement, notably seen in the pre-focal
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regions on the axis, can be explained by a non-uniform velocity distribution on the
piezoceramic plate of the real transducer, which is not considered in the simulation
and the analytical solution.
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Figure 2.5: The focal pressure evolutions in water with (a) pa = 1.0 × 105 and (b)
pa = 2.9×105. In the plot (a), the result of the direct numerical simulation (–), FOPH
measurement by Canney et al. (2008) (◦), and analytical solution calculated with
the KZK equation presented in Canney et al. (2008) (- -) are compared. In the plot
(b), the results of the direct numerical simulation with a cell size of ∆x = ∆y = 12.5
µm (- -) and ∆x = ∆y = 20 µm (–) are compared with FOPH measurement and
analytical solution calculated with the KZK equation.
Next we simulate focused acoustic fields in nonlinear regimes with a source ampli-
tude of pa = 1.0 × 105 Pa using uniform grids with a cell size of ∆x = ∆y = 20
30
µm, and pa = 2.9 × 105 Pa using two distinct resolutions of uniform grids with a
cell size of ∆x = ∆y = 20 µm and ∆x = ∆y = 12.5 µm, respectively. In figure
2.5 we compare the focal pressure evolutions obtained from the present simulations
and the experimental measurement conducted by Canney et al. The corresponding
solutions of the KZK equation presented in Canney et al are also plotted. In the case
with pa = 1.0 × 105 Pa, shown in figure 2.5 (a), the result of the simulation agrees
very well with the measurement as well as the solution of the KZK equation. The
acoustic field in the focal region is in a weekly nonlinear regime. The amplitude of
the positive peak is 6 MPa, while that of the negative peak is 4 MPa. The wave form
is not largely distorted from a sinusoidal form. In the case with pa = 2.9 × 105 Pa,
shown in figure 2.5 (b), the wave form obtained by the simulations agrees well with
the measurement. The maximum pressure obtained by the simulation with coarse
grids is slightly lower than that of the others, shown in the inset of figure 2.5 (b).
This is due to numerical dissipation that reduces the amplitude of the sharp peak
formed by nonlinear sharpening. As shown by the result of the simulation using
fine grids, this dissipation can be reduced by refining the grid.
figure 2.6 shows the flooded pressure contour of the simulated acoustic fields with
pa = 2.9× 105 at t = 20 µs and t = 70 µs. The waves generated on the source plane
propagate and get focused toward the focal region. Waves propagating outward from
the source plane are canceled.
Multi-element array medical transducer
Finally, we simulate a focused acoustic field generated by a medical, multi-element
array medical transducer in a linear regime using the one-way spherical source, and
validate the simulation with an experimental measurement. The purpose of this case
is to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed source models for applications to a
non-trivial source geometry.
Figure 2.7 (a) shows an image of the multi-element array medical transducer. The
transducer is composed of 18 circular elements made from a ring-shaped piezo-
ceramic plate with an outer diameter of 38.1 mm and an inner diameter of 12.7 mm.
Each of the elements is designed to generate a spherical wave front, with a radius of
150 mm, that propagates inward to the center corresponding to the focal point. The
detailed design of the transducer is reported by Maxell (2016). Figure 2.7 (b) shows
the modeled source surfaces. Unlike the single-element transducer considered in
section 2.4, the source geometry of the multi-element array medical transducer is
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Figure 2.6: Flooded pressure contour of the simulated acoustic fields with pa =
2.9 × 105 at (a) t = 20 µs and (b) t = 70 µs. The contour level is ±1MPa
not fully axi-symmetric. Therefore we use an x-y-z Cartesian coordinate system in
this case of simulation. To model the element, we distribute the one-way spherical
source on a ring-shaped portion of a spherical surface with a radius of 150 mm with
its center located at the origin. Correspondingly, using a smeared delta function, the
strength of the source is regularized onto three-dimensional grid cells neighboring
the surface.
The expressions used for the source terms are
ΩΓ(ξ, η, t) = χ(X)[ f (t), gx(ξ, η, t), gy(ξ, η, t), gz(ξ, η, t), c20 f (t)/(γ − 1)], (2.68)
where, with angular frequency ω = 2pi fs,
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Figure 2.7: Multiarray transducer with 18 elements considered in the present study.
(a) Real transducer. The ring-shaped piezo-ceramic elements are covered by acoustic
lenses. (b) Modeled source distribution used in the simulation. The length unit used
in the figure is mm. Each element is modeled as a ring-shaped source plane aligned
on a spherical section with a radius of 150 mm.
f (t) =pa
c0
sin(ω(t − t0)) + par0 (Gg(ω(t − t0)) + C), (2.69)
gx(ξ, η, t) = − pasin(ω(t − t0))cosξcosη, (2.70)
gy(ξ, η, t) = − pasin(ω(t − t0))cosξsinη, (2.71)
gz(ξ, η, t) = − pasin(ω(t − t0))sinξ. (2.72)
1 ξ and η are defined as the polar and azimuthal angles that parametrize the spherical
section; ξ, η ∈ R : ξ ∈ [0, pi], η ∈ [−pi, pi], and X(ξ, η) = [r0cosξcosη, r0cosξsinη, r0sinξ].
χ is an indicator function that takes a value of 1 when Lagrangian point X(ξ, η) is
within the region of the defined ring-shaped transducer surfaces, and 0 elsewhere.
Gg and C follow equations (2.66) and (2.67), respectively.
To validate the source model, we simulate a focused acoustic field in a linear regime
with 20 cycles of a sinusoidal form of pressure waves with a frequency of 340 kHz
and a source amplitude of 10 Pa. The spacial configuration of the source and the
resulting acoustic field are symmetric along the x-y and x-z planes that intersect the
x-axis. To reduce the computational cost, we simulate a domain of x ∈ [−160, 60],
1Note that we set ξ = [ξ, η]T in equation (2.57). For regularization of the singular sources, we
use the second-order, three-dimensional Gaussian function: δh(h) = 1(√2piσ)3 e
− 12 h
2
σ2 .
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y ∈ [0, 100] and z ∈ [0, 100] mm, with symmetry boundary conditions applied
along the x-y and x-z planes. Non-reflecting boundary conditions are applied on
the other domain boundaries. The simulation is evolved with a constant time-step,
∆t = 36.7 ns. 1320×600×600 uniform computational grids are used.
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Figure 2.8: The scans of the pressure field around the focal point generated by the
multi-element array medical transducer along the (a) x-axis, (b) y-axis, and (c) z-
axis, respectively. The amplitudes of the pressure are normalized by their maximum
values in each plot. Results obtained in the present simulation and the hydrophone
measurement are compared.
Figure 2.8 shows the scans of the pressure field around the focal point along the
coordinate axes obtained from the simulation and a corresponding experimental
measurement using a capsule hydrophone reported by Maxell (2016). The present
simulation agrees well with the measurement along all the axes, except for the region
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around x = 30-40 mm on the x-axis. The discrepancy on the x-axis could be reduced
by improving the accuracy of measurements and/or using more accurate geometric
parameters of the source in simulations (e.g. the size of the piezo-ceramics plates).
Note that the linear gain of the transducer obtained from the present simulation was
Ga = 27.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.9: Pressure iso-contours of the simulated acoustic fields with the contour
levels of -200 Pa (blue color) and 200 Pa (red color) at (a)0, (b)40, (c)80 and (d)120
µs.
Figure 2.9 shows the pressure iso-contours of the simulated acoustic fields with the
contour level of -200 Pa (blue color) and 200 Pa (red color), respectively. The train
of waves generated at each element overlaps with each other as they propagate, then
converges toward the focal point. As shown in figure 2.9 (d), at t = 120 µs, the
leading part of the train of waves diverge after passing the focal point.
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2.5 Summary
In this chapter, simple, general models of source terms are constructed for the
Euler/Navier-Stokes equations that generate unidirectional radiation from one face
of an arbitrary, smooth surface. The models are built on a singular distribution
of simple monopole and dipole sources that are regularized on the computational
grid. The models were verified by simulation of one-way Gaussian wave in air
and spherical waves in water, solved using a numerical method consisted of a finite-
volumeWENO scheme. The scheme is applied to simulate focused ultrasound fields
generated by a HIFU transducer on 2D axi-symmetric grids and a multi-element
array medical transducer on 3D grids. For the HIFU transducer, the obtained
ultrasound fields on the central axis and focal axis in a linear regime as well as
the focal pressure evolutions in a non-linear regime agreed well with those of
experimental measurements reported by Canney et al. (2008). For the multi-element
array medical transducer, simulated focal scans of the ultrasound fields in a linear
regime agree well with experimental measurements reported byMaxell (2016). The
source models for plane, cylindrical, and spherical one-way waves presented can be
used as building blocks to construct a source distributed on a surface with arbitrary
geometries and strength. In addition to acoustic waves in a pure fluid, the one-way
source models can be also adapted to various hyperbolic systems. The fields of
applications can include seismology, astrophysics, and elastic solid mechanics.
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C h a p t e r 3
EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN METHOD FOR SIMULATION OF
CLOUD CAVITATION
A part of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Journal of Computational
Physics.
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, an Eulerian-Lagrangian method is developed for simulation of cloud
cavitation induced by an intense ultrasound wave.
In the method, the dynamics of bubbly-mixture is described using the volume-
averaged equations of motion that fully account for the compressibility of liquid.
The continuous phase is discretized on an Eulerian grid, while the gas phase is
modeled as spherical, radially oscillating cavities that are tracked as Lagrangian
points at the sub-grid scale. The dynamics of the continuous phase is evolved
using a high-order, finite-volume weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)
scheme, that was originally developed for simulation of viscous, compressible,
multi-component flows (Coralic and Colonius, 2014) and is capable of capturing
strong pressure waves with fine structures. The volume of bubbles is mapped onto
the Eulerian grids as the void fraction using a regularization kernel. The radial
oscillation of each bubble is evolved by solving the Keller-Miksis equation. When
the grid size is smaller than the characteristic inter-bubble distance, the method is
capable of capturing the violent cavitation growth and collapse of each bubble as
well as resolving the strong, complex structures of bubble-scattered pressure waves
in the liquid.
For themost general cases, the continuous phase is discretized on a three-dimensional
Cartesian grid, and a standard regularization kernel is used to map the volume of
bubbles onto the field of void fraction. To reduce the cost for simulations of a bubbly-
mixture that possesses translational or axi-symmetric homogeneity, we newly in-
troduce reduced-order models. In the models, the continuous phase is discretized
on two-dimensional or axi-symmetric grids. The volume of bubbles distributed in
three-dimensional space is mapped onto the two-dimensional or axi-symmetric field
of void fraction by using a modified regularization kernel. By doing so, the cost
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of computations required to solve for the continuous phase is reduced from O(N3)
to O(N2), where N is the number of grid cell per dimension, in comparisons to the
three-dimensional model.
In order to properly close the Keller-Miksis equation, the pressure field at the sub-
grid scale needs to be appropriately modeled. In the case of the three-dimensional
model, in each grid cell that encloses a bubble, the contribution of the pressure wave
scattered by the bubble to the averaged pressure in the cell can become significant,
and thus the pressure of the cell cannot be directly used to force the oscillations of
bubble. In that case, following the scheme proposed by Fuster and Colonius (2011),
we obtain the component of the cell-averaged pressure that forces the oscillations of
bubble by using the state of the bubble and potential flow theory at the sub-grid scale.
In the two-dimensional and axi-symmetric models, the discretized pressure field is
treated as uniform in the direction of symmetry, despite the three-dimensionality of
the true pressure field associated with any distribution of bubbles. In order to reduce
the error associated with the neglected three-dimensional pressure fluctuations, we
model the spatial distribution of the pressure at the sub-grid scale as white noise.
In each grid cell that contains a bubble, we estimate the variance of the noise
by sampling the pressure in the neighboring cells, with an assumption that the
pressure fluctuations are locally, spatially isotropic on the scale of the sampling
window. The noise is expressed by superposing Fourier modes with pre-computed,
randomized phases, following a method of expressing stochastic fluctuations in
turbulence modeling (Bechara et al., 1994; Smirnov et al., 2001). The sub-grid
closures for the three-dimensional and the reduced models are verified using the test
cases of acoustic cavitation of a single bubble and a bubble screen, and a bubble
cloud, respectively.
Finally, the methods are used to simulate a challenging case of cloud cavitation
excited in a strong ultrasound wave. The structure of the bubble cloud obtained in
the simulation is confirmed to qualitatively agree with a bubble cloud observed in
high-speed images, that was excited by a focused ultrasound generated by a medical
transducer. The chapter proceeds as follows. In § 3.2, we introduce volume-averaged
equations of motion. Then we describe the discretization and spatial integration of
the governing equations on a three-dimensional Cartesian grid and regularization
of the volume of bubbles using a kernel. Subsequently we describe the dynamical
equations of the radial oscillations of bubbles as a closure. In § 3.3, we describe
the reduction of the governing equations on two-dimensional and axi-symmetric
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coordinates and introduce regularization kernels for the grids. In § 3.4, we present
numerical tests of single bubble and cloud cavitation for verifications of themethods.
Finally, in § 4.7, we state a chapter summary.
3.2 Governing equations
Volume averaged equations of motion
We introduce volume-averaged equations of motion to describe the dynamics of a
mixture of dispersed bubbles and a compressible liquid in three-dimensional space.
Volume-averaged equations consider the conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy of the mixture as a continuum media that are defined by applying the volume
averaging operator (·) to a control volume of the mixture: (·) = (1 − β)(·)l + β(·)g,
where β ∈ [0, 1) is the volume fraction of gas (void fraction), and subscripts l and
g denote the liquid and gas phase, respectively. We start by writing the equations in
a conservative form:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (3.1)
∂(ρu)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u + pI − T) = 0, (3.2)
∂E
∂t
+ ∇ ·
(
(E + p)u − T · u
)
= 0, (3.3)
where ρ is the density, u = (u, v,w)T is the velocity, p is the pressure and E is the
total energy, respectively. T is the effective viscous stress tensor of the mixture. We
invoke two approximations widely used in averaged models at the limit of low void
fraction, up to O(10−2) (Caflisch et al., 1985; Commander and Prosperetti, 1989;
Fuster and Colonius, 2011). First, the density of liquid is typically much larger than
that of gas, ρl  ρg, and thus the density of the mixture is approximated by that of
the liquid:
ρ = (1 − β)ρl + βρg ≈ (1 − β)ρl . (3.4)
This approximation is clearly valid for the mixture of water and air/vapor bubbles
under practical conditions. Second, the slip velocity between the two phases is zero:
u ≈ ul = ug . (3.5)
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With the assumption of zero slip-velocity, the momentum flux across the gas-liquid
interface is effectively zero, and therefore, we approximate the total viscous stress
as that in the continuous phase:
T ≈ Tl . (3.6)
Tl is the viscous stress tensor of pure Newtonian liquid:
Tl = 2µ
(
Dl − 13 (∇ · ul)I
)
, (3.7)
where µl is the shear viscosity of liquid and Dl is the deformation rate tensor:
Dl = 12 (ul + u
T
l ). (3.8)
In reality, spherical bubbles experience hydrodynamic forces from the surrounding
liquid (Magnaudet and Legendre, 1998), and the resulting slip velocity can be non-
zero. The momentum flux across the gas-liquid interface can contribute to the
effective viscosity of the mixture (Zhang and Prosperetti, 1994). Such modeling is
not a focus of the present study, though one could extend the present formulation
to include the effect of the non-zero slip velocity on T. Nevertheless, for many
practical problems of cavitation, the time scale of the radial oscillations of bubbles
are estimated to bemuch shorter than that of the translational motions, and therefore,
assumption of the zero-slip velocity is a reasonable first approximation (Caflisch et
al., 1985).
Using relations (3.4-3.6), equations (3.1-3.3) can be rewritten as conservation equa-
tions in terms of the mass, momentum, and energy of the liquid with source terms,
as an inhomogeneous hyperbolic system:
∂ρl
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρlul) = ρl1 − β
[
∂β
∂t
+ ul · ∇β
]
, (3.9)
∂(ρlul)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρlul ⊗ ul + pI − Tl) = ρlu1 − β
[
∂β
∂t
+ ul · ∇β
]
− β∇ · (pI − Tl)
1 − β ,
(3.10)
∂El
∂t
+ ∇ · ((El + p)ul − Tl · ul) = El1 − β
[
∂β
∂t
+ ul · ∇β
]
− β∇ · (pul − Tl · ul)
1 − β .
(3.11)
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This form of equations is particularly convenient since we can directly apply the
finite volume WENO scheme for spatial integration of the equations, which will
be discussed in the following section. For later convenience, we also denote the
equations in a vector form:
∂ql
∂t
+ ∇ · f (ql) = g(ql, β, Ûβ), (3.12)
where ql = [ρl, ρlul, El] and
g =
1
1 − β
dβ
dt
ql −
β
1 − β∇ · ( f − ulql). (3.13)
For a thermodynamic closure for the liquid, we employ stiffened gas equation of
state:
p = (γ − 1)ρε − γpi∞, (3.14)
where ε is the internal energy of liquid, γ is the specific heat ratio, and pi∞ is the
stiffness, respectively. In the present study we use (γ, pi∞) = (7.1, 3.06108) for water,
where the unit of pi∞ is Pa. At the limit of small change in the density of liquid, the
equation of state can be linearized as
p = p0 + c20(ρ − ρ0), (3.15)
where
c =
√
γ(p + pi∞)/ρ (3.16)
is the speed of sound in liquid and the subscript 0 denotes reference states.
Spatial discretization
In the following we describe a method of numerical representation of the governing
equation in x − y − z 3D Cartesian coordinate. We spatially discretize equation
(3.12):
∂ql
∂t
+
∂ f x(ql)
∂x
+
∂ f y(ql)
∂y
+
∂ f z(ql)
∂z
= g, (3.17)
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where f x , f y, and f z are vectors of fluxes in x, y, and z directions. We integrate
the above equation in arbitrary finite volume grid cell
Ii, j,k = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2] × [y j−1/2, y j+1/2] × [zk−1/2, zk+1/2], (3.18)
where i, j, and k are the indices in x−, y− and z− directions, and xi±1/2, y j±1/2,
and zk±1/2 are the positions of cell faces. At each finite volume cell, we express the
equation in the following semi-discrete form:
dql,i, j,k
dt
=
1
∆xi
[ f xi−1/2, j,k − f xi+1/2, j,k] +
1
∆y j
[ f yi, j−1/2,k − f
y
i, j+1/2,k]
+
1
∆z j
[ f zi, j,k−1/2 − f zi, j,k+1/2] + gi, j,k . (3.19)
The conservative variables at cell faces are reconstructed by a high-order WENO
scheme from cell-centered values, then are used in HLLC Riemann solver to calcu-
late the fluxes. In the present study we employ fifth-orderWENO scheme (WENO5)
introduced by Coralic and Colonius (Coralic and Colonius, 2014), unless otherwise
noted. High-order WENO schemes are, in general, robust in capturing disconti-
nuities including shock wave and material’s interface, while capable of resolving
continuous waves with a high-amplitude with relatively small numerical dissipa-
tion/dispersion (Titarev and E. Toro, 2004; Pirozzoli, 2006; Shu, 2016). Such
properties of WENO schemes are suitable for simulations of cloud cavitation in the
regime of the interest of the present study; a passage of strong pressure waves causes
violent, nonlinear oscillations of bubbles, each of which emits strong pressure waves
with broadband frequency and generates complex structures of pressure fields by
mutual interactions.
Void fraction
We express g, β and Ûβ as functions of the state of the bubbles. To do so, we employ
a Lagrangian point-bubble approach, in that the gas phase is modeled as spherical,
radially oscillating cavities consisted of a non-condensible gas and liquid vapor. The
center of nth bubble (n ∈ Z : n ∈ [1, N]), with a radius of Rn and a radial velocity of
ÛRn, is initially defined at the coordinate xn and tracked as Lagrangian points during
simulations. To define the continuous field of the void fraction in the mixture at
coordinate x, we smear the volume of bubble using a regularization kernel δ:
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β(x) =
N∑
n=1
Vn(Rn)δ(dn, h), (3.20)
where Vn is the volume of bubble n, Vn = 4/3piR3n , and dn is the distance of the
coordinate x from the center of the bubble, dn = |x−xn |. Various types of kernels are
used to regularize Lagrangian variables in particle methods and immersed boundary
methods (Cottet and Koumoutsakos, 2000; Peskin, 2002; Monaghan, 2005), and
have also been applied to dispersed bubbly-mixture (Kitagawa et al., 2001; Fuster and
Colonius, 2011; Jingsen et al., 2018). In the present study, we use the continuous,
second order, truncated Gaussian function for the kernel:
δ(dn, h) =

1
h3(2pi)3/2 e
− d2n
2h2 , 0 ≤ dnh < 3
0 3 ≤ dnh ,
(3.21)
where h is the width of the support of the kernel. Likewise,
∂β(x)
∂t
=
∂
∂t
N∑
n=1
Vnδ =
N∑
n=1
∂Vn
∂t
δ +
N∑
n=1
Vn
∂δ
∂t
, (3.22)
where
∂Vn
∂t
= 4piR2n ÛRn,
∂δ
∂t
= −ul · ∇δ. (3.23)
In the discretized field, we are regularizing the discontinuous distribution of the
volume of a bubble defined at a singular point in a finite volume cell, by distributing
the void fraction within neighboring cells around the bubble (figure 3.1 (a)).
Bubble dynamics
Wemodel the dynamics of volumetric oscillations of the bubbles forced by pressure
fluctuations in the surrounding liquid. When the time scale of the evolution of the
pressure in the mixture is sufficiently mild and slow, compared to the characteristic
frequency of bubbles, the change of the states of the gas inside the bubble can be
assumed as being quasi-static. Meanwhile, in the problems we aim to simulate,
bubbles oscillate in response to rapid and high-amplitude changes in the pressure
with a high amplitude. In turn, the bubble oscillations generate and scatter pressure
waves into the surrounding liquid. Moreover, mass-transfer due to phase change
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as well as heat transfer at the bubble wall can damp the volumetric oscillations.
To model bubble oscillations, we employ the Keller-Miksis equation, combined
with a reduced-order model introduced by Preston et al. (2007) for the heat and
mass-transfer. In the model, the states of the vapor-gas mixture are treated as being
uniform in the bubble. The Keller-Miksis equation is a second order, nonlinear
ODE in terms of the radius of a single, isolated bubble in an unbounded, weakly
compressible liquid:
(
Rn
(
1 −
ÛRn
c
))
ÜRn + 32
ÛR2
(
1 −
ÛRn
3c
)
=
pn − p∞
ρ
(
1 +
ÛRn
c
)
+
Rn Ûpn
ρc
, (3.24)
pn = pBn − 4µl
ÛRn
Rn
− 2σ
Rn
, (3.25)
where pn is the pressure at the bubble wall, pBn is the pressure inside the bubble, σ
is the surface tension, and p∞ is the component of the pressure that forces the radial
oscillations of the bubble. The reduced-order model formulates Ûpn and the vapor
mass in the bubble ÛmVn as
ÛpBn = func[Rn, ÛRn,mVn] (3.26)
ÛmVn = func[Rn,mVn]. (3.27)
For the explicit forms of equations (3.26) and (3.27) as well as further details and
validation/verification of the model, see Preston et al. (2007). Overall, equations
(3.24-3.27) consist a system of ODEs in terms of [Rn, ÛRn, pBn,mVn], that can be
integrated given initial conditions and p∞. We will discuss the treatment of p∞
in the next section. In principle, other variations of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation
as well as models of heat and mass-transfer could be used to express the sub-grid
bubble dynamics.
Modeling p∞: bubble dynamic closure
We now introduce a closure to model p∞. The Keller-Miksis equation models
the pressure field surrounding a single, isolated, spherically symmetric bubble
(Keller and Miksis, 1980). p∞ represents an incoming acoustic wave that drives
the oscillations. The pressure wave scattered by the bubble is also represented by
a spherical outgoing wave, pout . The pressure field, as a solution of the Keller-
Miksis equation, is thus the superposition of p∞ and pout . In a bubble cloud, p∞
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for each bubble is the superposition of pout emitted by the surrounding bubbles
and the pressure wave that propagate from outside the cloud, and in general not
know a-priori. Following Fuster and Colonius (hereafter denoted as FC) (Fuster and
Colonius, 2011), we obtain p∞ for each sub-grid bubble by modeling the pressure
field in a finite volume cell that encloses the bubble. The pressure of the cell (or
group of cells) is given by the spatial average of the superposition of p∞ and pout
emitted by the sub-grid bubble:
pcell =
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
(p∞ + pout)dvl ≈ p∞ + 1Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
poutdvl, (3.28)
where Vl,cell is the volume of the liquid in the control volume Vcell and dvl is the
volume element of the liquid, respectively. A natural choice of Vcell is the region of
the liquid over which the volume of bubble is smeared over. 1 We can assume that
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
p∞dvl ≈ p∞, (3.29)
since p∞ is approximately uniform at a scale of the cell: ∆  λ, where λ is the
characteristic wave length of the pressure wave. Meanwhile, in the discretized field,
pcell can be directly approximated as
pcell,i, j,k ≈
∑i+Nr
i−Nr
∑ j+Nr
j−Nr
∑k+Nr
k−Nr (1 − βm,n,p)pm,n,pVm,n,p∑i+Nr
i−Nr
∑ j+Nr
j−Nr
∑k+Nr
k−Nr (1 − βm,n,p)Vm,n,p
, (3.30)
where Vi, j,k is the volume of cell Ii, j,k . 1Vl,cell
∫
poutdvl can be modeled using the
dynamical states of the bubble and pcell :
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
poutdvl ≈ 11 − C1
[
pcell − pn −
(
C2 − 12
)
ρ ÛR2n
]
, (3.31)
where C1 and C2 are functions of Rn and Vl,cell . We can spatially discretize this
expression to represent pout at each computational cell that contains a bubble, and
substitute into relation (3.28), along with (3.30), to obtain p∞. As discussed by FC,
pout spatially decay with r , where r is the distance from the center of the bubble.
When Vcell is much larger than the volume of the bubble, the contribution of pout to
1 For a bubble located in a cell Im,n,p , we define that the cells over which the volume of the
bubble is smeared as Ii, j,k : i ∈ [m − Nr,m + Nr ], j ∈ [n − Nr, n + Nr ], k ∈ [p − Nr, p + Nr ], where
Nr = b3h/∆c.
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pcell is negligible and pcell ≈ p∞ holds. We note the detailed derivation of relation
(3.31) in Appendix C.
Length scales of parameters
The present method is designed to correctly capture the small-scale dynamics of
cloud cavitation when the following inequalities are satisfied:
{
Rb
∆
}
≤ h < Lb, (3.32)
where Rb is the characteristic bubble radius, ∆ is the characteristic Eulerian grid
size and Lb is the characteristic inter-bubble distance. With the range of parameters
satisfying (3.32), we naturally have at most single bubble within each cell. The
inequality between β and h comes from the upper bound of β: β < 1.
max(βi, j,k) ∼ Vbmax(δ) ∼ max(Rb)
3
h3
. (3.33)
Therefore
max(βi, j,k) < 1→ max(Rb) < h. (3.34)
Meanwhile, the value ofmax(Rb) is not known a-priori, and inequality (3.34)may not
be not guaranteed to hold for the initially given h. In that case, one may dynamically
increase h to satisfy the inequality during the simulation. The inequality between
∆ and h is a necessary condition for the correct representation of the regularization
kernel on the grid (Cottet and Koumoutsakos, 2000). The inequality between h and
Lb prevents overlap among the kernel support. The minimum resolved length scale
of waves emitted by the source is h; spatial scales finer than h are smeared by the
kernel. Therefore when the smeared regions of neighboring bubbles overlap with
each other, the pressure field of a scale as small as inter-bubble distance is likewise
filtered. In that case, as partially discussed by FC, the model tends to recover
solutions of classical ensemble averaged equations, in that the smallest length scale
in the field becomes the wavelength of the pressure waves that propagate in the
averaged bubbly-mixture. The present method is designed to capture the small
scales, and thus the support width is set shorter than the characteristic inter-bubble
distance. Note that Rb can be admissibly larger than ∆ (which means that the bubble
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size can be larger than the grid size) as long as (3.34) is satisfied. Similar arguments
may hold when different forms of kernel function are used.
Temporal integration
For temporal integrations of solutions, we employ 4th/5th order Runge–Kutta-Cash-
Karp (RKCK) algorithm (Cash and Karp, 1990). The stability of the temporal
integration of Eulerian variables is dictated by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
number, C, and the diffusion number, D (CFL conditions). The Keller-Miksis
equation is a stiff ODE, and in a certain interval of integration it requires a time
step size much smaller than that required by the CFL conditions. In the problems
shown in the present study, we initially set a fixed time step size that satisfies the
CFL condition to satisfy C < 0.3 and D < 0.15. At each time step, we integrate
Eulerian variables using the 4th order scheme built in the algorithm. Lagrangian
variables are updated using the 4th and 5th order schemes with the same time step
size, then the errors between the two solutions are calculated. If the errors are
smaller than a tolerance, the algorithm employs the 5th order solution, while if not,
both Eulerian/Lagrangian variables are re-calculated with a smaller value of time
step size. We repeat this process until the error becomes smaller than the tolerance.
Acoustic source
In simulations we excite volumetric oscillations of bubbles using various amplitudes
of traveling pressure waves. In order to generate the waves, we utilize a source-term
approach introduced in Chapter 2.
3.3 Model reduction of the three-dimensional volume-averaged equations
In many problems, cloud cavitation occurs in statistically two-dimensional (e.g.
flows over a two-dimensional body), or axi-symmetric (e.g. ellipsoidal/spherical
bubble cloud) configurations, in the sense that the flow field and the spatial distri-
bution of bubbles are homogeneous in certain directions. To simulate the bubbly-
mixture in such configurations with lower computational expense, we derive a
reduced model by spatially averaging the three-dimensional volume-averaged equa-
tions along the direction of symmetry, and then discretize the continuous phase
on a two-dimensional/axi-symmetric grid. In order to properly map the three-
dimensional distribution of bubbles onto the void fraction defined in such grid cells,
we will introduce modified regularization kernels. p∞ is recovered by modeling
pressure fluctuations at the sub-grid scale as locally isotropic, stochastic noise.
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The speed-up of simulations achieved by using the reduced models is discussed in
Appendix B.
Two-dimensional volume averaged equations
We consider the flow field defined on Cartesian coordinates. We assume that the
flow field and the spatial distribution of bubbles are homogeneous along the z-axis.
We define the line-averaging operator Tz as
Tz(·) = 1L
∫ L/2
−L/2
(·)dz, (3.35)
where L is the scale of homogeneity. In order to obtain two-dimensional equations,
we apply Tz to the three-dimensional volume-averaged equations:
Tz
[
∂ql
∂t
+ ∇ · f (ql)
]
= Tzg(ql, β, Ûβ). (3.36)
Due to the homogeneity of the flow field along the z-axis, z component of equation
(3.36) is projected onto the nullspace of Tz. Tz∂ql/∂t = ∂(Tzql)/∂t, while Tz∇ ·
f (q l) , ∇· f (Tzql) andTzg(ql, β, Ûβ) , g(Tzql,Tzβ,Tz Ûβ), since f and g are nonlinear
functions of ql , β and/or Ûβ. We decomposeTz∇· f andTzg into linear and nonlinear
components:
Tz∇ · f (ql) = ∇ · f (Tzql) + ∇ · f res, (3.37)
Tzg(ql, β, Ûβ) = g(Tzql,Tzβ,Tz Ûβ) + gres, (3.38)
where f res and gres are residuals defined by these equations. By substituting these
expressions, equation (3.36) becomes
∂(Tzql)
∂t
+ ∇ · f (Tzql) = g(Tzβ,Tzql) − ∇ · f res + gres (3.39)
≈ g(Tzβ,Tzql) + gres, (3.40)
where we applied |∇ · f res |  |∇ · f (Tzql)|, assuming that the back-ground flow
field is uniform at the scale of homogeneity, L. In order to close the equations, gres
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needs to be modeled. To do so, we decompose p and β into their spatial mean and
fluctuation in the z direction:
p = Tzp + p′ (3.41)
β = Tzβ + β′, (3.42)
where the prime denotes fluctuations. Note that Tz(·)′ = 0.
By substituting these expressions and neglecting terms higher than 2nd order, Tzg
can be expressed as:
Tzgz(ql, β, Ûβ) = Tz
(
1
1 − β
dβ
dt
ql
)
− Tz
(
β
1 − β∇ · ( f − ulql)
)
(3.43)
≈ gz(Tzql,Tzβ,Tz Ûβ) + Tz
(
β′
dβ′
dt
)
+ (2Tzβ + 1)Tz(β′∇ · ( f − ulql)′),
(3.44)
where ∇ · ( f − ulql)′ ≈ [0,∇p′, (Tzul) · ∇p′]T. Therefore it is sufficient to model p′,
β′ and Ûβ′ to express gres.
Regularization kernel for 2D Cartesian grid
In order to compute β′ = β − Tzβ and ∂β′/∂t = ∂β/∂t − Tz(∂β′/∂t), we express
Tzβ(x, y) = 1L
∫ L/2
−L/2
β(x, y, z)dz (3.45)
=
1
L
∫ L/2
−L/2
P∑
N
Vnδdz (3.46)
=
P∑
N
Vn
[
1
L
∫ L/2
−L/2
δdz
]
(3.47)
=
P∑
N
Vnδ2D, (3.48)
and
Tz
dβ
dt
=
P∑
N
d
dt
[Vnδ2D] , (3.49)
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where we defined
δ2D =
1
L
∫ L/2
−L/2
δdz. (3.50)
δ2D can be interpreted as a regularization kernel that maps the volume of bubbles
distributed in three-dimensional space onto two-dimensional space spanned by x-y
coordinates basis vectors.
In a geometric interpretation, we are essentially solving for the volume averaged
equations with uz = 0, on finite volume grid cells in a shape of parallelepiped with
a span of L along the z-axis (figure 3.1 (b)). The Eulerian variables are treated as
being uniform in each parallelepiped cell. However, the physical distributions of the
bubbles are three-dimensional and non-uniform in the z direction. To correct the
discrepancy, we are modeling the quadratic, nonlinear terms in terms of β and Ûβ,
which appear in gres. In order to numerically represent δ2D at each parallelepiped
cell, we discretize the parallelepiped cell into smaller np cells in z-direction, and
apply a mid-point rule to the integral:
δ2Di, j ≈
1
L
np∑
k=1
∆zkδ(dn(xn, xi, j,k), h). (3.51)
Note that the small cells are essentially identical to those defined on 3D Cartesian
grids, Ii, j,k . The total contribution of the volume of bubble n on β2Di, j is represented
by an overlapping region of Ii, j and the ball within that Vn is smeared over (figure
3.1 (b)).
Modeling p∞ on the reduced space: stochastic closure
As discussed in section (3.2), p∞ needs to be recovered from pcell = Tzpcell + p′cell
to correctly force the Lagrangian bubbles. The first term can be approximated as
Tzpcell :
Tzpcell = Tz
1
Vcell
∫
Vcell
(p∞ + pout)dvl ≈ Tzp∞ + Tz
∫
Vcell
poutdvl ≈ Tzp∞. (3.52)
Note that the contribution of pout is negligible compared to p∞ since Vcell  Vn.
We are missing p′cell and not able to recover it from the sub-grid dynamics, unlike
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.1: Schematic of the smearing of the volume of Lagrangian bubbles on
neighboring finite volume cells defined on various grids in the same domain: (a)
three dimensional Cartesian grid; (b) two dimensional Cartesian grid; (c) axi-
symmetric grid. On each grid, for the same bubble (red-colored), we are shading
the cell that contains the bubble and those neighboring to it, on which the volume of
bubble is smeared over as the void fraction. Depth of the shade indicates the value
of the void fraction, which decays with the distance from the bubble. It is apparent
that, depending on the choice of grids, the volume is mapped onto different regions
in the domain.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the technique to estimate p′cell in the reduced models (top:
two-dimensional, bottom: axi-symmetric).
the closure for the three-dimensional model. Therefore we introduce an alternative
method to estimate p′cell .
From the far-field, bubbles can be seen as acoustic point sources isotropically
distributed in space. In classical scattering theory, pressure fluctuations resulting
from such sources are modeled as a stochastic noise (Ishimaru, 1978; Fouque et al.,
2007). Following the theory, we model p′cell as white noise that is locally, spatially
isotropic. In that case, p′cell is characterized by its (zero) mean and variance. In the
discretized field, we have the following relation between E[p′2cell] and E[(Tzpcell)′2]:
E[(Tzpcell)′2]i, j ≈ 1CT E[p
′2
cell]i, j, (3.53)
where CT = np/(2Nr + 1).2 This means that the variance of the original random
2When mutually independent, Gaussian white noise fields with the same variance are averaged
over X times, the resulting variance of the averaged field can be approximated as 1/X of the variance
of the original fields (e.g. Brunt et al. (2010)). The factor CT comes from the fact that pcell in
each cell is obtained by volume averaging p over the surrounding (2Nr + 1)3 cells, while (Tzpcell) is
obtained by averaging p over np(2Nr + 1)2 cells on a 3D Cartesian grid. See equations (30), (48),
and (52).
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field is larger than that of the "averaged" random field, by a factor of CT > 1.
In more general cases where p′cell is modeled as a colored noise, CT can take a
different value. We note that a method to obtain CT for a field of spatially isotropic,
fluctuating variables was discussed by Brunt et al. (2010), with applications to
isotropic turbulence in the interstellar medium.
Our goal is to recover p′cell at the location of each bubble, from the value ofTzpcell in
a two-dimensional simulation. To that aim, we estimate E[(Tzpcelli, j )′2] by sampling
the values of Tzpcell in the neighboring cells:
E[(Tzpcelli, j )′2] ≈ S[(Tzpcelli, j )2] − S[Tzpcelli, j ]2. (3.54)
S is an operator that takes volume-weighted average in a window of cells:
S[(·)i, j] =
∑i+Ns
m=i−Ns
∑ j+Ns
n= j−Ns (·)i, jVm,n∑i+Ns
m=i−Ns
∑ j+Ns
n= j−Ns Vm,n
, (3.55)
where the sampling window is given by (2Nr + 1) × (2Nr + 1). Then we can obtain
E[p′2cell]i, j from E[(Tzpcelli, j )′2] using relation (3.53).
Rigorous approaches to integrating PDE with stochastic source term (Langevin
equation) are available (Delong et al., 2013). Yet, compatibility of such approaches
with the other components of the present method, such as the high-order WENO
scheme and the stiff dynamics of bubbles, is not guaranteed, and is beyond a focus
of the present study. We therefore solve a deterministic equation by modeling the
source as a (smooth) sum of Fourier components with randomized phase (Bechara
et al., 1994). Following the method, we express p′ as:
p′i, j(z, t) =
∫
A(k)ei(kz−ωt+φk )dk, (3.56)
where k is the wave number,ω = kc is the angular frequency, A is the amplitude, and
φk ∈ [0, 2pi] is the random phase associated with k, given a priori. In the present
study, we use a Gaussian spectral power distribution in terms of the wavelength
λ = 2pi/k:
A2(λ) = CA
σλ
√
2pi
e
− (λ−λc )2
2σ2
λ , (3.57)
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where CA is a normalization constant that satisfies∫
A2(k)dk = E[p′2cell]i, j . (3.58)
Given the physical assumption that a dominant structural length scale of p′, and thus
the pressure fluctuation inside the parallelepiped cell that contains multiple bubbles,
corresponds to the mean inter-bubble distance, we take λc = 1/n1/3b , where nb is
the local density of the bubble, and σλ = λc/2. For numerical representation, we
express p′cell as
p′cell,i, j(z, t) ≈
Nφ∑
i=1
A˜(ki)cos(kiz − ωt + φki )∆ki .3 (3.59)
Nφ = 100 and uniform ∆k : ∆k = kmax/Nφ = pi/Nφ∆ give a satisfactory result. φki
is randomly calculated with E[φki ] = pi/2.
Axi-symmetric volume averaged equations
To model axi-symmetric flows, we define an azimuthal averaging operator Tθ:
Tθ(·) = 12pir
∫ 2pi
0
(·)rdθ. (3.60)
Following the two-dimensional case, we apply Tθ to three-dimensional volume
averaged equations:
∂(Tθql)
∂t
+ ∇ · f (Tθql) = g(Tθβ,Tθql) − ∇ · f res + gres, (3.61)
where
gres ≈ Tθ
(
β′
dβ′
dt
)
+ (2Tθβ + 1)Tθ(β′∇ · ( f − ulql)′). (3.62)
In order to obtain β′ and Ûβ′, we define a regularization kernel that maps the volume
of bubbles onto the axi-symmetric grid:
3Note that the energy given by the statistical mean < p′p′ > is set equal to the variance:
< p′
cell
p′
cell
>i, j=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 p
′
cell,i, j
p′
cell,i, j
dk = E[p′2
cell
]i, j .
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δaxi =
1
2pir
∫ 2pi
0
δrdθ ≈ 1
2pi
np∑
k=1
∆θkδ(dp(xp, xi, j,k), h). (3.63)
Here xi, j,k is the coordinate of the cell center of finite volume grid cell Ii, j,k on
three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate:
Ii, j,k = [zi−1/2, zi+1/2] × [r j−1/2, r j+1/2] × [θk−1/2, θk+1/2], (3.64)
where i, j, and k are the indices in z−, r−, and θ− directions, and zi±1/2, r j±1/2, and
θk±1/2 are the positions of cell faces.
The total contribution of the volume of bubble n on βaxii, j is represented by an
overlapping region of an axi-symmetric finite volume cell Ii, j with a shape of a
cylindrical ring, and the ball within that Vn is smeared over (figure 3.1 (c)).
p′ can be recovered in the same procedure as that used for two-dimensional grids.
For numerical integration of the axi-symmetric volume averaged equations, we
spatially discretize equation (3.61) in the following form:
∂(Tθql)
∂t
+
∂ f z(Tθql)
∂z
+
∂ f r(Tθql)
∂r
= s(Tθql) + g(Tθβ,Tθql) + gres, (3.65)
where s is the geometrical source term. This formulation is convenient since we
can integrate the equations on finite volume grid cells defined on two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates (E. F. Toro, 2013):
Ii, j = [zi−1/2, zi+1/2] × [r j−1/2, r j+1/2]. (3.66)
We note that special kernel functions similar to (3.51) and (3.63) were previously
derived for smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) to simulate a single phase flow
with spherical or cylindrical symmetries by integrating a standard three-dimensional
kernel over the direction of symmetry (Omang et al., 2006).
3.4 Numerical results
Single bubble oscillation
We verify the method on three-dimensional grids by simulating a single bubble
oscillation under pressure excitation. First, we consider a bubble with an initial
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radius of R0 = 50 µm excited by a single cycle of sinusoidal pressure wave with
a frequency of f = 150 kHz and an amplitude of pa = 2.0 atm. This problem
was addressed by Fuster and Colonius (2011), hereafter denoted as FC, in order
to verify the model of pout expressed in equation (3.31). The purpose of the
simulation here is to study the effect of WENO schemes on the radial evolution of
the bubble as well as to verify the model of pout , by comparing the results with the
analytical solution of the Keller-Miksis equation and the result of FC. The domain is
x, y, z ∈ [−10, 10] mm. The flow field is initially ambient and quiescent. We utilize
a 116 × 116 × 116 non-uniform computational grid to evolve the initial condition.
Approximately nonreflecting, characteristic boundary conditions are applied along
the domain boundaries (Thompson, 1987). The grid size in the regions around the
bubble: x ∈ [−5, 5] mm, is uniform with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 100 µm. The bubble
is located at the origin. A plane acoustic source is placed at x = −1 mm to send
the pressure wave in +x direction. In figure 3.3 (a) we compare the results of the
present method with various orders of WENO scheme, the analytical solution, and
FC. The amplitude of oscillation predicted byWENO1 is slightly lower than those of
analytical solution and FC, while the higher-order methods give satisfactory results.
The discrepancy from the result of FC and the improvement by using a higher order
WENO can be explained by the dissipative property of WENO. FC employed a non-
dissipative numerical method (Honein and Moin, 2004). Compared to such solvers,
WENO-based schemes are inherently dissipative (Pirozzoli, 2006), but stable for
capturing shocks and materials interfaces (Coralic and Colonius, 2014). In figure
3.3 (b) we compare the results of WENO5 with and without the model of pout . With
the model, the numerical solution agrees with the analytical solution, while without
it, both the amplitude of the oscillation and the timing of the second rebound deviate
from the analytical solution.
Next, we simulate the dynamics of a bubble with an initial radius of R0 = 10
µm excited by a single cycle of a sinusoidal pressure wave with a frequency of
f = 300 kHz and an amplitude of pa = 1 atm. We use the same simulation
domain, boundary conditions and acoustic source as the previous case. We track
the evolution of the pressure at [−1.0,−1.0,−1.0] mm during simulations that are
evolved with various grid spacings in order to assess the effect of the grid size on
the pressure waves scattered by the bubble. Figure 3.4 (a) shows the results using
∆ = 100 and 200 µm in the region of the bubble, and an analytical solution of the
evolution of the bubble radius derived by solving the Keller-Miksis equation. The
pressure evolution is captured well, even with the grid size much larger than the
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of a single, isolated bubble with an initial radius of 50 µm
under excitation by a single cycle of a sinusoidal pressure wave with a frequency of
150 kHz and an amplitude of 2 atm, as a function of the non-dimensional time t f .
(a) Results of FC and the present study using various orders ofWENO are compared.
(b) Results using WENO5 with and without modeling pout are compared.
bubble size. The simulated value of the peak pressure, due to the second collapse of
the bubble, approaches the analytical value on the finer grid. Figure 3.4 (b) shows
the error
Ln =
[
∫ 3
0 |p(t)|ndt]1/n − [
∫ 3
0 |pKM(t)|ndt]1/n
[
∫ 3
0 |pKM(t)|ndt]1/n
(3.67)
for n = 1,2 and ∞, where pKM denotes the analytical solution derived using the
Keller-Miksis equation. The results demonstrate convergence, but we note that
some saturation of the error is evident. This may be related to errors in the Keller-
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Figure 3.4: Scattered pressure wave from a single, isolated bubble with an initial
radius of 10 µm under excitation with a single cycle of sinusoidal pressure wave
with a frequency of 300 kHz and amplitude of 1 atm. (a) Evolution of the pressure
at [-1.0, -1.0, -1.0] mm. Results using a grid size of ∆ = 100 and 200 µm in the
bubble are compared with analytical solution. Analytical solution of the evolution
the bubble radius is also plotted with a dashed-dotted line. (b) The error norm as a
function of the grid size. Reference slopes for first- and half-order convergence are
included.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the initial condition and the three-dimensional computa-
tional grid (only one of every two cells shown) for the bubble screen problem.
Miksis solution which makes a weakly-compressible assumption for the liquid.
Nevertheless, the results shown in this section confirm that radial evolutions of a
bubble as well as the bubble-scattered pressure waves are correctly captured.
Bubble screen problem
In order to verify the reduced model that uses two-dimensional volume-averaged
equations, we simulate interactions of a bubble screen with a single cycle of plane,
sinusoidal pressure wave using both the two- and three-dimensional models, and
compare the results.
Figure 3.5 shows the schematic of the simulation setup. The domain is x ∈
[−250, 250], y, z ∈ [2.5,−2.5] mm. We utilize a 572 × 50 × 50 and 572 × 50
non-uniform computational grids for three-dimensional and two-dimensional sim-
ulation to evolve the initial condition, respectively. A periodic boundary condition
is applied along the domain boundaries perpendicular to the y and z axes. Non-
reflective boundary conditions are implemented on the boundaries perpendicular
to the x axis. Grid is smoothly stretched away from the bubble screen to prevent
contamination by reflections. The grid in the bubble screen region, x ∈ [−25, 25]
mm, is uniform with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 100 µm. The region of bubble screen is
x, y, z ∈ [−2.5, 2.5] mm. Bubbles with an initial radius of 10 µm are randomly,
homogeneously distributed in the region of the screen, with a given initial void frac-
tion, β0. The flow field is quiescent and at ambient pressure at the initial condition.
A plane acoustic source is located at x = −25 mm to excite a single cycle of a
sinusoidal pressure wave with an amplitude of 1 MPa and a frequency of 300 kHz
in +x direction. The resulting bubble oscillations are nonlinear and distinct from
the results of classical bubble screen problems that considers excitations of linear
oscillations of bubbles using a weak pressure wave (Commander and Prosperetti,
1989).
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the time evolution of the void fraction of the screen with various
values of β0 : β0 = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0]×10−5. For all cases, β rapidly grows after
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Figure 3.6: (a) Evolution of the void fraction of the screen with various values of
β0 : β0 = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0] × 10−5. (b) Evolution of the pressure at the origin
during the same set of simulations, normalized by the incident wave amplitude pa=1
[MPa].
the passage of the wave, then smoothly decays with oscillations. The oscillations
are induced by reverberations of the pressure waves trapped inside the screen. In
figure 3.6 (b), we plot the time evolution of the pressure at the origin during the
same set of simulations. porig grows and decays during the passage of the wave,
then presents rapid fluctuations induced by the oscillations of surrounding bubbles.
Figure 3.7 shows the time evolution of the pressure and the void fraction contours
on x − y plane for the case with β0 = 4.0 × 10−5. The pressure wave is partially
reflected by the screen. The tensile part of the wave causes growth of the bubbles
and subsequent radial oscillation. The complex structure of the scattered waves is
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Figure 3.7: Snapshots of the pressure (top half) and the void fraction (bottom half)
contours on x− y plane in the range of x ∈ [−25, 25]mm and y ∈ [−2.5, 2.5]mm for
three-dimensional simulation with β0 = 4.0×10−5. Note that the pressure is plotted
at levels much smaller than the amplitude of the initial wave in order to highlighted
the bubble-generated and scattered fields. (a) t = 12 µs, (b) 18 µs, (c) 24 µs and (d)
30 µs, respectively.
due to the oscillation of bubbles that last longer than the passage of the wave.
In order to verify relation (3.53), we compute E[p′2cell]/E[(Tzpcell)′2] on x − y plane
by post-processing the three-dimensional simulation data at each cell and take an
average of the values over the region of x, y ∈ [−2.0, 2.0]mm to obtain the empirical
values of CT :
CTEmp =
1
LxLy
∫ 2
−2
∫ 2
−2
E[p′2cell]
E[(Tzpcell)′2]dxdy, (3.68)
where Lx = Ly = 4 mm.
Figure 3.8 (a) shows the time evolution of the ratio of CTEmp to its theoretical value
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Figure 3.8: (a)Evolution of CTEmp/CTW obtained from the three-dimensional simu-
lations with β0 = [0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0] × 10−5. (b)CTEmp/CTW obtained from the
same simulations, as a function of β0 and NC .
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obtained from the white noise model CTw = CT , for simulations with various β0.
For all cases of β0, CTEmp = 0 until around at t = 20µs, since there are no pressure
fluctuations along the z axis in the domain. After the passage of the wave, CTEmp
grows due to the bubble dynamics. In the cases with β0 = 5.0×10−6 and 1.0×10−5,
CTEmp/CTw fluctuates rapidly and grows to a value of 10, while in the cases with
higher values of β0, the fluctuation is smaller and the value stays close to 1. Figure
3.8 (b) shows the averaged value of CTEmp/CTw within the interval of t = [20, 50] µs
as a function of β0 and NC , where NC is the averaged number of bubbles contained
in the region that the operator S averages over (see equation (3.55)). In accordance
with figure 3.8 (a), with β0 = 5.0 × 10−6 and 1.0 × 10−5, CTEmp/CTw takes a value
much larger than 1, while with β0 higher than 2.0 × 10−5 it takes a value close to
1. This transition corresponds to the value of NC exceeding O(10). The results
indicate that with Nc < O(10) the distribution of p′cell is not locally isotropic in the
averaging window, while with Nc > O(10), the distribution of p′cell becomes locally
isotropic and p′cell is well modeled by white noise, and thus relation (3.53) holds.
In order to assess the improvement by the stochastic closure used for the two-
dimensional volume-averaged equations, we simulate the bubble screen problem
with Nens = 15 distinct initial distributions of bubbles in the screen, with a fixed
value of β0 : β0 = 4.0×10−5, using the three-distinct models: the three-dimensional
model, two-dimensional model, and two-dimensional model with p′cell = 0, respec-
tively. Then, for eachmethod, we empirically obtain the ensemble-averaged solution
by averaging the results of simulations:
< f (x, t) >= 1
Nens
Nens∑
i=1
fi(x, t), (3.69)
where fi is an arbitrary quantity computed in i-th simulation and < · > denotes the
ensemble average. The purpose of comparing the ensemble-averaged solutions is
to eliminate the incoherence among the distinct simulations that originates from the
differences in the spatial distributions of bubbles, so that we can isolate the effect of
the differences in the models on the resulting solutions.
In figure 3.9 we plot the evolution of the ensemble-averaged values of the void
fraction and those of the normalized maximum radius of bubbles during the simula-
tions. Interestingly, the choice of the model makes no visible difference in the void
fraction. Meanwhile, the maximum bubble radius is significantly under-estimated
after t = 20 µs unless the closure is applied.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the ensemble averaged values of (a)void fraction and (b)
maximum bubble radius in the screen. Results using the three-dimensional model,
two-dimensional model and two-dimensional model with p′cell = 0 are compared.
Figure 3.10 shows the time integral of Vmax within the interval of t = [0, 50] µs
obtained from the each solution of the Nens simulations, normalized by its ensemble
averaged value < Vmax > obtained from the three-dimensional model:
IN =
∫ t f
0
VN,maxdt, (3.70)
where subscript N denotes N-th simulation. Both the value of IN and the magni-
tude of fluctuations among distinct simulations are smaller in the two-dimensional
simulations with p′cell = 0, compared to those in the three-dimensional simulations.
Meanwhile, the result obtained with the two-dimensional model with p′cell agrees the
three-dimensional simulations relatively well. We also note that with all the mod-
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Figure 3.10: Fluctuations in IN through 15 simulationswith distinct initial conditions
of bubbles: IN/< I >: N ∈ [1, 15]. Results using three-dimensional model, two-
dimensional model and two-dimensional model with p′cell = 0 are compared.
els < I > converges with Nens = 15, and the ensemble averaged values obtained
with the two-dimensional model with the closure is sufficiently close to that of the
three-dimensional model, while that obtained without closure is smaller by 28%.
Particularly in the present test case, the sub-grid pressure fluctuations influence only
the maximum volume, but not the averaged void fraction. A physical interpretation
of this result is that, even though the mean response of the volume of bubbles to
the sub-grid pressure fluctuations is statistically close to zero, the coherence in the
volumetric oscillations of the bubbles is lowered by the action of the random noise,
and therefore the local maximum of the volume of bubbles is increased.
Cloud cavitation in a high-intensity ultrasound wave
Lastly, we simulate interactions of a spherical bubble cloud with plane, multiple-
cycles of a sinusoidal pressure wave using the three-dimensional and axi-symmetric
models and compare the results with a high-speed image of a cavitation bubble
cloud obtained in an experiment. The purpose of this case is to further demonstrate
the feasibility of the proposed method for cloud cavitation in ultrasound-based
lithotripsy, where we observe a bubble cloud with a size of O(1) mm interacting
with ultrasoundwaveswith a frequency ofO(0.1−1)MHzand amplitude ofO(1−10)
MPa (Maeda, Kreider, et al., 2015). This problem is particularly challenging for
previous approaches since the wavelength of the incident pressure wave is close
to the size of the bubble cloud, thus the pressure field needs to be resolved at a
scale smaller the cloud. Moreover, the amplitudes of the bubble-scattered pressure
waves are strong so that a fully compressible liquid is needed. Figure 3.11 shows
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the simulation setup for the wave-cloud interaction
problem. We excite a plane, 10 cycles of a sinusoidal pressure wave with an
amplitude of 1.0 MPa and a frequency of 300 kHz from a source plane located at
x = −20mm in the +x direction. A bubble cloud with a radius of 2.5 mm is located
at the origin. 625 Bubbles are randomly distributed in the region of the cloud. The
radii of bubbles follow Gaussian distribution with a mean of 10 µm and a standard
deviation of 2.5 µm. The initial void fraction of the cloud is β0 = 4.87 × 10−5.
the schematic of the simulation setup. In the three-dimensional simulation, the
simulation domain is x, y, z ∈ [−250, 250] mm. The bubble cloud with a radius of
2.5 mm is located at the origin, immersed in water. The pressure of the domain is
uniformly ambient and the flow field is quiescent at the initial condition. A plane
acoustic source is located at x = −20 mm to send 10 cycles of sinusoidal pressure
waves with a frequency of 300 kHz and an amplitude of 1 MPa in +x direction
toward the cloud. The pressure wave begins with compression and ends with
tension. We utilize a 572× 572× 572 non-uniform computational grid to evolve the
initial condition. Non-reflective boundary conditions are applied along the domain
boundaries. The grid size in the regions around the bubble: x, y, z ∈ [−25, 25] mm,
is uniform with ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 100 µm. Grid is smoothly stretched away from the
wave-cloud interaction region to prevent pollution from reflections. 625 bubbles are
randomly distributed in the cloud. The radii of bubbles are selected from a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 10 µm and a standard deviation of 2.5 µm. The initial
void fraction of the cloud is 4.87 × 10−5. In the axi-symmetric simulation, the
domain is z ∈ [−250, 250] and r ∈ [0, 250] mm. Grid size and stretching on r − z
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of the void fraction during cloud-wave interaction.
plane follow those on x − y plane in the three-dimensional simulation. The same
initial condition of bubbles is used as the three-dimensional simulation.
Figure 3.12 shows the time evolution of the void fraction. The results obtained
with the two models agree very well with each other. The pressure front reaches
the surface of the cloud at t = 15.3 µs and the tail of the wave leaves the cloud at
t = 52.5 µs. During the passage of the wave, the void fraction oscillates between
0.5×10−3 and 1.0×10−3 due to excitations by the alternate compression and tension
in the wave. After the passage of the wave, the bubbles continue to expand and
the void fraction reaches its maximum value: 1.41 × 10−3 at t = 53.6 µs, before
decaying to its initial value by t = 80 µs.
Figure 3.13 shows the images of the bubble cloud obtainedwith the three-dimensional
model, at various stages during the evolution as well as measured probability dis-
tribution functions (PDFs) of the bubble radii in the proximal (x < 0) and distal
(x > 0) half of the cloud at the corresponding times. During the passage of the
wave, it is clearly seen that the bubbles in the proximal half of the cloud are larger
than the bubbles in the distal half. This is confirmed in the PDF of the bubble radius
in that the proximal half presents much larger peak value and broader distribution
than that in the distal half. Meanwhile, around the time of maximum void fraction
and subsequent collapse, the PDF is more uniform across the halves. The radial
distributions of the bubbles in the two halves are similar to each other. Though the
proximal half has larger radii than the distal one. Fig3.13d captures the pressure
waves generated by the bubbles during the collapse.
In order to further quantify the anisotropy of the bubble cloud, in figure 3.14 we
plot the evolution of the void fraction and the component of the kinetic energy,
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Figure 3.13: Snapshots of the bubble cloud during the simulation using the three-
dimensional model. The bar charts at right show the distribution of bubble size in
the proximal and distal halves of the cloud at the corresponding times.
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Figure 3.14: Evolution of (a) the void fraction and (b) the kinetic energy of liquid
induced by the bubbles in the proximal and distal halves of the cloud.
induced by the radial oscillations of bubbles, in the proximal and distal halves of the
cloud, respectively. The energy, K , is obtained by superposing the component of
the kinetic energy in an incompressible flow outside each of the radially oscillating
bubbles that reside in the proximal or distal half of the cloud, respectively (Caflisch
et al., 1985):
K = 2piρ
∑
R3n(xn, t) ÛR2n(xn, t)
{
xn < 0, Proximal half
xn > 0, Distal half
(3.71)
As shown in figure 3.14 (a), during the passage of the wave, the void fraction in
the proximal half oscillates around a value of 1.0×10−3, while that of the distal half
stays around at 0.5×10−3, with a smaller amplitude of the oscillation. The phase
of the oscillation in the distal half is delayed from the proximal half, due to the
delay in the arrival of the incoming wave. Both of the halves experience growth
and decay after the passage of the wave, yet the growth in the distal half is smaller
by approximately 50%. During the passage of the wave, the value of the kinetic
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energy oscillates around at 4.0 µJ in the proximal half, while it oscillates around
at 1.0 µJ in the distal half, with milder oscillations. The cloud’s structure is the
result of a shielding of the distal bubbles by the proximal ones. In other words, the
proximal bubbles absorb and scatter acoustic energy such that the incident pulse is
attenuated before it interacts with the distal bubbles. After the passage of the wave,
the kinetic energy in both halves decay to the local minimum at around t = 55 µs.
This decay corresponds to the decay in the radial velocity of the bubbles, when the
volumetric oscillations of bubbles transit from growth to collapse. Subsequently,
the kinetic energy in the both halves grows to take the local peak at around t = 63 µs,
then decays back to zero. This simultaneous peaking corresponds to the coherent
collapse of the cloud observed in figure 3.14.
During the treatment of lithotripsy, the energy shielding of kidney stones caused by
bubble clouds may result in a decreased efficacy of stone comminution, and thus is a
critical factor for the success of the treatment. Direct observation of the anisotropy
of an acoustic cavitation bubble cloud due to the energy shielding in the numerical
simulation has not, to our knowledge, been achieved in previous studies. The present
method can be potentially useful to quantify the energy shielding for applications to
lithotripsy and other ultrasound therapies.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a two-way coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian method was constructed for
simulation of cloud cavitation in an intense ultrasound field. The mixture-averaged
equations are discretized on an Eulerian grid, while individual bubbles are tracked
as Lagrangian particles. The strong, bubble-scattered pressure waves propagating
in the continuous phase are accurately captured on the grid by using a WENO-
based flow solver, while the radial oscillations of bubbles are evolved by solving the
Keller-Miksis equation at the sub-grid scale. Dimensional reduction of the model
was achieved for cases where the bubbly mixture possesses spatial homogeneities,
by descritizing the field into two-dimensional or axi-symmetric grids, and modeling
the resulting missing bubble-induced pressure fluctuations at the sub-grid scale as
white noise. The method is capable of capturing the multi-scale dynamics of cloud
cavitation, including the pressure fluctuations at the scale of single bubble and fine
structures of a bubble cloud excited by a strong ultrasound wave. Such features of
the method can be useful in various applications, such as evaluation of the damage
potential on materials due to the bubble collapse as well as computations of the
effective, total acoustic energy delivered to a target under the presence of cavitation
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bubbles, during ultrasound therapies.
Chapter Appendices
3.A Numerical algorithm
In this appendix, the numerical procedure is summarized. The sequence of steps in
pre-processing and simulation using the proposed method is outlined as follows.
1. Pre-processing
(a) Initialize ql,i, j,k on a grid given the initial condition.
(b) If two-dimensional or axi-symmetric simulation: generate random phase φki, j .
(c) Initialize Lagrangian variables Rn, ÛRn, pBn, and mn, given the initial condition.
2. Simulation
During each RK-step:
(a) Compute RHS of equation (3.19) using the WENO scheme.
(b) Smear Vn and ÛVn on the grid to obtain β and Ûβ using the kernel.
(c) Compute gi, j,k .
(d) Obtain pcell (Tpcell in case of two-dimensional or axi-symmetric simulation) at
the coordinate of each bubble.
(e) If three-dimensional simulation: compute p∞ at the coordinate of each bubble.
(f) If two-dimensional or axi-symmetric simulation: compute p′cell at each coordi-
nate of the bubble.
(g) Compute ÛRn, ÜRn, ÛpBn, and ÛmVn.
(h) Update ql,i, j,k .
(i) Update Rn, ÛRn, pBn, and mVn.
3.B Scaling and performance of the flow solver
In this appendix, the parallel scalability and performance of the WENO flow solver
used to integrate the Eulerian variables are described. Test runs are considered
to solve the homogeneous Euler equation in three-dimensional space with various
number of finite volume cells without Lagrangian bubbles. WENO5 and third-
order TVD Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme are employed for spatial reconstruction and
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Figure 3.15: (a) The strong scaling performance of the solver for 5003 cells. The
triangle denotes a linear slope. (b) The weak scaling performance for 503 cells per
core.
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Figure 3.16: The speedup performance of the solver for 5003 cells.
time integration, respectively. Other numerical conditions follow those used in
the previous sections. The Eulerian grid is decomposed into sub-domains that are
allocated to distinct processors using a Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol.
The overhead and data output costs are excluded from the measurement of the wall
clock time per time step. The test runs were conducted on the Stampede2 (phase1)
system at the TexasAdvancedComputing Center at theUniversity of Texas at Austin.
Figure 3.15 and figure 3.16 show the strong and weak scaling performance, and the
speedup performance of the solver. The results are reasonably close to linear scaling
and confirm the good scalability properties and performance of the solver.
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Figure 3.17: Speed up by using the two dimensional model, with and without
modeling p′cell .
3.C Speedup with the reduced model
In this appendix, the reduction in the computational cost by using the reducedmodels
from the three-dimensional model is quantified. In a test problem, we solve for the
dynamics of NP bubbles distributed in a domain with a size of x, y, z ∈ [−2.5, 2.5]
mm. The domain is descritized into NG = 503 finite volume cells for three-
dimensional simulations, and NG = 502 cells for two-dimensional simulations. For
NP/NG ∈ [10−3, 10−1], we measure the wall time required to march the governing
equations by a single time step by using the three-dimensional model, the two-
dimensional model, and the two-dimensional model with p′cell = 0, namely T3D,
T2D, and T2D0 , respectively. Then we compute the speed-up in the wall time:
T3D/T2D and T3D/T2D0 . For all the test problems, we use a single CPU core of Intel
Xeon E2670v3 processor.
Figure 3.17 shows the results. The speed-up is O(1 − 102). In all the cases, the
total cost of the simulation is the summation of the cost to compute the Eulerian
field and that of the Lagrangian bubbles. With p′cell = 0 the speed-up is expected
to be globally larger than 1 (the two-dimensional model is always faster), since
the cost of time marching the Lagrangian bubbles is the same between the three-
dimensional and two-dimensional models except for the smearing procedures, while
the cost of the Eulerian field is globally smaller in the two-dimensional model. By
increasing the number of particles, the speed-up decreases, since the cost of the
Lagrangian bubbles becomes dominant in the total cost, and the reduction in the
cost of the Eulerian phase contributes less to the total cost. The speed-up with the
two-dimensional model with p′cell follows a similar trend as p
′
cell = 0. However, with
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the same NP/NG, the speed-upwithmodeling p′cell is smaller than that with p′cell = 0.
This difference corresponds to the overhead to compute p′cell . With NP/NG = 10−1,
the speed-up is smaller than 1 (the two-dimensional model is slower). This result
indicates that the magnitude of the cost reduction in the Eulerian field is smaller
than the overhead of modeling p′cell when NP/NG > O(10−1), with the particular
grid of the test problem. The result also implies that the two-dimensional model
with p′cell = 0 would be useful in terms of speed-up and cost-reduction, when p
′
cell
does not alter solutions to within an accuracy of interest.
The results also hold in a parallel environment, in which a computational domain,
including both the Eulerian field and the Lagrangian particles, is decomposed into
sub-domains using the MPI protocol. In that case, the global speed-up is bounded
by the speed-up of the sub-domain that has the largest value of NP/NG.
3.D Details of the sub-grid modeling to obtain p∞ for the three-dimensional
model
In this appendix, we describe the detailed derivation of the expression of pout (3.31)
used in the bubble dynamic closure for the three-dimensional model. The original
sub-grid closure of the Keller-Miksis equation was proposed by FC, in a regime in
which multiple-bubbles reside in a single finite volume cell (Fuster and Colonius,
2011). Here we revisit the derivation in a regime where we have at most single
bubble in a finite volume cell. To the aim, we consider a bubble with radius Rn in
the control volume Vcell . At the sub-grid scale, it can be assumed that the liquid is
incompressible and the flow field is irrotational. Thus at an arbitrary coordinate in
the liquid in Vcell , the following Bernoulli’s equation holds:
∂φ
∂t
=
1
2
(∇φ)2 + p − p0
ρ
, (3.72)
where φ is the velocity potential. φ can be decomposed into the velocity potential
of the in-coming pressure wave and the out-going wave emitted by the bubble
oscillation:
φ = φ∞ + φn. (3.73)
Note also that, without the presence of the bubble, the Bernoulli’s equation can be
simplified as
∂φ∞
∂t
=
p∞ − p0
ρ
. (3.74)
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By using equations (3.72-3.74), we obtain
p − p∞
ρ
= −∂φn
∂t
+
1
2
(∇φn)2. (3.75)
Though we do not know the value of p∞ a-priori, it is approximately constant over
Vcell . The other terms are functions of the distance from the center of the bubble r .
In order to eliminate p∞, we derive two expressions.
First, we write
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
p − p∞
ρ
dvl =
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
[
−∂φn
∂t
+
1
2
(∇φn)2
]
dvl, (3.76)
where Vl,cell =
∫
Vcell
dvl . Notice that
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
pdvl = pcell, (3.77)
and thus the relation can be re-written as
pcell − p∞
ρ
= − 1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
∂φn
∂t
dvl +
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
1
2
(∇φn)2dvl . (3.78)
In order to explicitly express the right hand side, we approximate the integrals
by assuming that the control volume Vcell is a sphere with a radius of Rcell =
(3/4piVcell)1/3 and the bubble resides at the center of the sphere. By doing so, we
can approximate the integral operator:∫
Vcell
(·)dvl ≈
∫ Rcell
Rn
(·)4pir2dr . (3.79)
We naturally have Vl,cell = 43pi(R3cell − R3n). The integrands of the RHS of equation
(3.78) can be expressed in terms of r and the states at the surface of the bubble:
∂φn(r)
∂t
=
Rn
r
∂φb(Rn)
∂t
, ∇φb(r) = R
2
n
ÛRn
r2
. (3.80)
Substituting these expressions, we obtain
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
∂φn
∂t
dvl ≈ 32
Rn(R2cell − R2n)
R3cell − R3n︸               ︷︷               ︸
C1(Rn,Rcell)
∂φb(Rn)
∂t
, (3.81)
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
1
2
(∇φb(Rn))2dvl ≈ 34
R3n
R3cell − R3n
(
1 − Rn
Rcell
)
︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
C2(Rn,Rcell)
ÛR2n . (3.82)
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Finally, we can re-write the relation (3.78) as
pcell − p∞
ρ
≈ −C1 ∂φn(Rn)
∂t
+ C2R2n . (3.83)
This equation represents the averaged contribution of the bubble dynamics to the
pressure in Vcell .
The second equation needed to estimate p∞ is simply equation (3.75) evaluated at
the surface of the bubble:
pn − p∞
ρ
= −∂φn(Rn)
∂t
+
1
2
R2n, (3.84)
where we used p(Rn) = pn and ∇φ(Rn) = ÛRn. This equation represents the contri-
bution of the bubble dynamics to the pressure at the surface of the bubble.
Now that we have two unknown variables, ∂φ(Rn)/∂t and p∞, in two equations. It
is straightforward to eliminate the unknowns to obtain
1
Vl,cell
∫
Vcell
poutdvl = pcell − p∞ ≈ 11 − C1
[
pcell − pn −
(
C2 − 12
)
ρ ÛR2n
]
. (3.85)
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C h a p t e r 4
DYNAMICS OF BUBBLE CLOUDS IN AN ULTRASOUND
FIELD
A part of this chapter has been accepted for publication in the proceedings of The
ASME5th JointUS-EuropeanFluidsEngineering SummerConference (FEDSM2018)
and submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
4.1 Overview
In the previous chapter, the three-dimensional simulation of a cavitation bubble
cloud identified an anisotropic structure in the cloud during a passage of the strong
ultrasound wave. The dynamics of cavitation bubble cloud in the regime have not
been previously addressed and mechanisms leading to the structure are elusive.
In this chapter, the dynamic of bubble cloud are investigated through laboratory
experiments and numerical simulations.
Early studies on cloud cavitation focused on assessment of cavitation noise and
erosion on materials in cavitating flows. Mørch (1980) and Mørch (1982) theo-
retically modeled the inward-propagating collapse of spherical bubble clusters by
a shockwave and quantified the resulting collapse pressure. Omta (1987) studied
acoustic emission from the spherical bubble cloud excited by step change of the
pressure in the surrounding liquid. d’Agostino and Brennen (1989) formulated the
linearized dynamics of monodisperse, spherical bubble clouds under weak, long
wavelength pressure excitation and identified that the cloud interaction parameter,
B = βR2c/R2b0, dictates the linear dynamics of the cloud, where β is the void fraction,
Rc and Rb0 are the initial radius of the cloud and the bubbles, respectively. Wang and
Brennen (1994) and Wang and Brennen (1999) extended the study to the nonlinear
regime, further characterizing the strong collapse of bubble clouds accompanied by
a shockwave. Shimada et al. (2000) used a similar approach to assess the effect of
the polydispersity of nuclei on the nonlinear dynamics of spherical bubble clouds.
Later, numerical studies of cavitation have gained interest for medical applications.
Tanguay and Colonius (2003) extended the mixture-averaging approach to simulate
and characterize the dynamics of cavitation bubble clouds induced in extra-corporeal
shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL). Matsumoto and S. Yoshizawa (2005) extended the
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method of Shimada et al. (2000) to quantify amplifications in the pressure due
to bubble cloud collapse under excitation by resonant HIFU waves and discussed
applications of the collapse energy to kidney stone comminution as an alternative
method of ESWL.
In experiments, Reisman et al. (1998) used high-speed imaging to observe cloud
cavitation collapse on a finite-span hydrofoil, and analyzed acoustic signals from the
cloud collapse, and associated the results with the inward propagating shockwave
predicted in the aforementioned studies. Arora et al. (2007) observed collapse in bub-
ble clouds of controlled nuclei concentration, and observed an inward-propagating
collapse with high nuclei concentrations.
Many of the aforementioned studies focus on bubble clouds in an otherwise incom-
pressible liquid so that the wavelength of the pressure excitation is much larger than
the size of the cloud. In practical conditions of ultrasound therapies, however, the
scale separation invoked above does not often hold. As noted in Chapter 1, Maeda,
Kreider, et al. (2015) observed bubble clouds with a size ofO(1)mm in vitro during
the passage of a strong ultrasound wave with a wavelength as short as the cloud size.
In a similar regime, numerical simulation revealed the anisotropic structure in the
cloud. These dynamics are significantly different from bubble clouds in the long
wavelength regime.
Advanced interface capturing methods are capable of simulating detailed dynamics
of each bubble in a cloud in a compressible liquid at fine spatial scales, and have
been applied to bubble cloud collapse in a free field by Rossinelli et al. (2013) and
Rasthofer et al. (2017) and near a wall by Tiwari et al. (2015). Yet, such methods are
still computationally intensive and applications are limited to the dynamics within a
short time scale, typically that of a single cycle of bubble collapse. Formore complex
problems, modeling assumptions have to be made to reduce the computational cost.
Therefore, as claimed, the Eulerian-Lagrangian method developed in the previous
chapter is a critical tool to accurately simulate the cloud cavitation in HIFU with a
reasonable computational expense.
In order to further confirm the physical fidelity of the method, preliminary sim-
ulations are conducted to reproduces the aforementioned spherical cloud collapse
accompanied by inward propagating shockwave. Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of
bubbles with an initial radius of 10 µm that are randomly distributed in a ball with a
radius of 2.5 mm to make an initial void fraction of 8.0×10−5 and excited by a single
cycle of a plane sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 50 kHz, thus a wavelength of
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(a) t∗ = 0 (b) t∗ = 3.8
(c) t∗ = 6.9 (d) t∗ = 7.3
Figure 4.1: Evolution of a bubble cloud excited with a single cycle of sinusoidal
wave with a frequency of f = 50 kHz. t∗ denotes non-dimensional time t∗ = t f .
50 mm, and an amplitude of 1 MPa. The wavelength is much longer than the cloud
size, that effectively satisfies the scale separation. Figure 4.2 shows the evolution
of the radii of representative bubbles that are initially located at three distinct radial
coordinates of the cloud: cloud center, mid-point between the center and the cloud
periphery, and periphery. The peripheral bubble grows to a larger maximum radius
and collapse faster than the other bubbles, while the inner bubbles are subsequently
collapsed during the arrival of the inward propagating bubbly shockwave. The re-
sult qualitatively reproduces the numerical simulation of Wang and Brennen (1994)
and Wang and Brennen (1999) as well as the experimental observation of Arora
et al. (2007). Further details of the preliminary simulation can be found in chapter
appendix.
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the radii of representative bubbles at distinct radial coordi-
nates in the cloud.
Motivated by the success of the preliminary simulation, the dynamics of cavitation
bubble clouds are further investigated through experimental high-speed imaging and
numerical simulations. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. § 4.2
describes an experimental setup for high-speed imaging of a bubble cloud excited
by a focused ultrasound wave in water. In § 4.3 we introduce metrics to quantify the
dynamics of bubble clouds, including the cloud interaction parameter introduced
by d’Agostino and Brennen (1989), and the moments of the volume and the kinetic
energy. In § 4.4 we simulate the dynamics of bubble clouds excited by a focused
ultrasound wave with various polydispersities and populations of nuclei in a setup
that mimics the experimental condition. We quantitatively compare results with the
experimental high-speed images shown in figure 4.5 and evaluate the anisotropic
structure. To further elucidate the dynamics in more generalized conditions, in §
4.5 we conduct a parametric study of bubble clouds excited by a plane ultrasound
wave, varying the nuclei populations and the amplitudes of the wave. In § 4.5
we quantitatively analyze the anisotropic structure, and in § 4.5 we propose a new
scaling parameter to characterize the dynamics of the clouds by generalizing the
cloud interaction parameter of d’Agostino and Brennen (1989). In § 4.5 we collapse
the moments of bubble-induced kinetic energy in terms of the proposed parameter
and identify the mechanisms by which energy is localized in the proximal side of
the cloud. In § 4.5 the amplitude and directionality of the scattered acoustic field
are evaluated and collapsed by the proposed parameter. The energy localization and
the scattered acoustics are directly correlated. In § 4.6 we discuss implications of
the numerical results to the effects of cloud cavitation on outcomes of HIFU-based
lithotripsy. In § 4.7 we state a chapter summary.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Piezo-ceramic medical
transducer used in the experiment.
4.2 Experimental high-speed imaging
Experimental setup
Figure 4.3a shows the schematic of the setup. The experiment, extended from a
setup documented in Maeda, Kreider, et al. (2015), is designed to characterize the
dynamics of bubble clouds in BWL. The setup is designed to capture the evolution of
a single, isolated cavitation bubble cloud excited in a focused, traveling ultrasound
wave. The temperature and pressure are ambient. Thewater is degassed by a vacuum
pump to realize the oxygen level of 75%. A medical transducer composed of six
piezo-ceramic array elements (figure 4.3b) is immersed in water. The transducer
has an aperture of 110× 104 mm, and a focal length of 120 mm. An imaging probe
is attached at the center of the transducer. We excite burst waves at the transducer
with a pulse-repetition-frequency (PRF) of 200 Hz. A high-speed camera captures
a rectangular region with a dimension of 15.3 × 12.5 mm around the focal point of
the transducer. The camera captures 14 consecutive frames with a frame rate of 6 µs
and an exposure time of 50 ns, with a resolution of 1200×980 pixels with a pixel size
of 13 × 13 µm. A focused passive cavitation detector (PCD) with Polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membrane, with ROC of 150 mm and an aperture of 50mm,
is positioned confocal to the transducer. We use acoustic signals captured by the
imaging probe and the PCD to map the location of cavitation site to confirm that
the bubble cloud captured by the camera is isolated and no other cloud is present
outside the window of the camera. All the high-speed images presented here are
vertically reflected for consistency with the simulations. This alters no quantities
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Figure 4.4: Measurement of the focal pressure evolution used for calibration of the
modeled transducer in the simulation.
presented.
With the input of NC cycles of a sinusoidal voltage, the output of the transducer is
modeled by the following formula:
ptrans = pacos(2pi f t)[(1 − e−t/τu ) − (1 − e−(t−Nc/ f )/τd )H(t − Ncf )], (4.1)
where τu and τd are the ring-up and ring-down time, respectively. In the simulations
of focused waves, we excite this expression of the pressure at the source plane, with
τu = 4.0 and τu = 8.0 µs. Figure 4.4 shows the simulated focal pressure evolution
and the experimental measurement using a fiber-optic hydrophone. The result of the
simulation agrees very well with the measurement. Details of the numerical setup
is described in § 4.4.
In figure 4.5 we show the evolution of a representative bubble cloud nucleated in
a pulse of focused ultrasound containing sinusoidal form of pressure waves with a
frequency of f = 335 kHz, thus a wavelength of λ = 4.4 mm. The peak maximum
and negative focal amplitudes are adjusted to 6.0 and -4.5 MPa, respectively. The
observed cloud has a nearly spherical profile with RC ≈ 2.5 mm, but possesses
an anisotropic structure in that proximal bubbles grow to larger radius than distal
bubbles.
4.3 Theory and scaling for the dynamics of bubble clouds
Cloud interaction parameter
d’Agostino and Brennen (1989) (hereafter DB) studied the linear response of
monodisperse, spherical bubble clouds subjected to harmonic, long wavelength
pressure excitation. DB deduced that the response of the bubble cloud with a low
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Figure 4.5: High-speed images showing evolution of the bubble cloud excited by a
focused ultrasound wave.
void fraction is characterized by a non-dimensional parameter,
B0 =
β0R2c
R2b0
, (4.2)
termed as the cloud interaction parameter. DB found that, when B0  1, the effect
of inter-bubble interaction is weak and each bubble in the cloud behaves like a single,
isolated bubble. When B0  1, inter-bubble interactions cause bubbles to oscillate
coherently at a lower frequency than an isolated single bubble. Wang and Brennen
(1999) simulated the dynamics of a spherical bubble cloud with various values of
B0 in the nonlinear regime.
The cloud interaction parameter can be interpreted in different ways. Substituting
β = NbR3b0/R3c into equation 4.2, B0 can be rewritten as
B0 =
NbR3b0
R3c
R2c
R2b0
=
NbRb0
Rc
, (4.3)
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where Nb is the number of bubbles in the cloud. We notice that this scaling parameter
can be independently derived from the Lagrangian mechanics of spherical bubbles
under mutual interactions. The global kinetic energy of the potential flow of an
incompressible liquid induced by volumetric oscillations of Nb spherical bubbles
can be expressed using a multipole expansion (Takahira et al., 1994; Ilinskii et al.,
2007) as
K = 2piρ
[
Nb∑
i
R3i ÛR2i +
Nb∑
i
Nb∑
j
R2i R
2
j
ÛRi ÛRj
ri, j
+O
(
R7 ÛR2
r4
)]
, (4.4)
where ri, j is the distance between the centers of bubble i and bubble j. The first
term in the bracket represents the kinetic energy induced by direct contributions
from each bubble and the second term represents the energy induced by the inter-
bubble interactions. When bubbles have an approximately uniform size distribution
and experience simultaneous change in pressure, we can assume that each bubble
takes the same characteristic radius and the velocity, R and ÛR. The characteristic
inter-bubble distance can be scaled as r ∼ Rc. Then K can be scaled as
K ∼ NbR3 ÛR2
(
1 +
NbR
Rc
)
. (4.5)
In the limit of small amplitude oscillations we have R ≈ Rb0, and therefore we obtain
K ∼ NbR3b0 ÛR2 (1 + B0) . (4.6)
We see that the interaction parameter dictates the kinetic energy induced by bubbles.
With B0 = 0 the kinetic energy is that of an isolated bubble, while with B0 > 1 there
is an additional contribution from the inter-bubble interactions. Based on equation
(33), an extended R-P equation for the dynamics of the bubbles can be derived
(Takahira et al., 1994; Doinikov, 2004; Bremond et al., 2006; Ilinskii et al., 2007;
Zeravcic et al., 2011). In fact, the scaling of kinetic energy in terms of NbRb/Rc
was mentioned by Ilinskii et al. (2007), but was not associated with the parameter
derived by DB.
In what follows we specify the size distribution of nuclei to be log-normal dis-
tribution given by ln(Rb/Rb,re f ) ∼ N(0, σ2). Therefore we employ the following
expression for B0:
B0 ≈
NbRb0,re f
Rc
. (4.7)
Moments
In order to quantify the anisotropic structure and associated bubble dynamics, we use
the moments of either bubble volume or kinetic energy of the liquid, both measured
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the numerical setup. Every fifth point is plotted in the
computational mesh.
with respect to the initial center of the cloud (hereafter denoted as the moment
of volume and moment of kinetic energy, respectively). The n-th moments of the
bubble volume and the bubble-induced kinetic energy of liquid are thus respectively
defined as
µVcn =
∑
bubble
4pi
3 R
3
b
(
xb
Rc
)n∑
bubble
4pi
3 R
3
b
and µKcn =
∑
bubble 2piρR3b ÛR2b
(
xb
Rc
)n∑
bubble 2piρR3b ÛR2b
. (4.8)
We will treat the first moment (n = 1), unless otherwise noted. The moments
are normalized to vary within the range of [−1, 1]. In an extreme case, when
monodisperse bubbles are distributed in a left hemisphere (−x) and oscillate with
the same radial velocity, the 1st moments satisfy µVcn = µKcn = −0.375. Therefore,
moments smaller than this value indicate a large bias in the volume or kinetic energy
toward the proximal side of the cloud.
4.4 Cloud cavitation in a focused ultrasound wave
Setup
In order to investigate the dynamics of bubble clouds, we conduct numerical simula-
tions that mimics the laboratory setup. Figure 4.6 shows the schematic of numerical
setup. The size of the simulation domain is 500 × 250 mm, which has been verified
to be sufficiently large to effectively mimic free space. For the initial condition, we
randomly distribute bubble nuclei in a spherical region of with radius 2.5 mm with
its center located at the origin of x − r axi-symmetric coordinates. The grid size is
uniform near the region of bubble cloud with a characteristic grid size of 100 µm.
Symmetry boundary condition is used on the axis of symmetry. The grid is smoothly
stretched toward the other domain boundaries, where characteristic boundary con-
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Run B0 σ
F1 0.625 0
F2 1.25 0
F3 2.5 0
F4 5.0 0
F5 0.625 0.7
F6 1.25 0.7
F7 2.5 0.7
F8 5.0 0.7
Table 4.1: List of parameters used 8 runs for simulations of bubble cloud dynamics
in the focused ultrasound wave.
ditions are used to reduce spurious reflections of waves. The transducer used in
the experiment is modeled by an acoustic source uniformly distributed on a portion
of spherical surface with an aperture of 30 mm and a radius of 50 mm concentric
with the bubble cloud. The axis of the spherical surface is aligned with the axis of
symmetry of the coordinates. As shown in figure 4.4, the modeled acoustic source
is calibrated by comparing the focal pressure evolution with an experimental mea-
surement. In the simulations of bubble clouds, following the experiment, the peak
maximum and negative amplitudes are adjusted to 6.0 and -4.5 MPa, respectively.
The parameters of bubble clouds used in the simulations are summarized on Table
4.1. It is challenging to measure the population and the initial size distribution
of nuclei in the experiment. Therefore, we empirically assess the effects of the
nuclei population on the resulting bubble cloud dynamics by varying the value
of B0 within a range of B0 ∈ [0.625, 5]. To assess the effect of polydispersity,
for each value of B0 we simulate monodisperse and polydisperse clouds. For the
polydisperse case, the initial radii of bubbles follow a log-normal distribution given
as ln(Rb0/Rb,re f ) ∼ N(0, σ2) (Ando et al., 2011), where Rb,re f is the most probable
bubble size, chosen as Rb,re f = 10 µm. In the monodisperse and polydisperse
cases, we use σ = 0 and 0.7, respectively. σ = 0.7 models highly polydisperse
bubble clouds. This is in order to obtain an upper bound of the variability in the
resulting bubble dynamics due to polydispersity. We neglect fission/break-up of
bubbles during the simulations. In order to assess the variability of the bubble
cloud dynamics due to the initial reference radius of bubbles, we also simulated
monodisperse and polydisperse clouds with Rb0,re f = 5 µm with various values of
B0 : B0 ∈ [0.625, 5]. The results did not show a significant difference from cases
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Figure 4.7: Images of the bubble cloud obtained in the experiment and simulation
(F8) at t∗ = 13.6. The red, dotted line shows a circle with radius 2.5 mm.
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Figure 4.8: Comparisons of the evolutions of the two dimensional void fraction of
bubbles during the experiment and the simulations.
with Rb0,re f = 10 µm, thus they are omitted in this paper.
Comparisons with the high-speed image
Figure 4.7 compares the high-speed image (the 7th image of figure 4.5) and the
image of bubbles obtained in run-F7 at t∗ = 10. A similar anisotropic structure
is evident in the simulated cloud; the proximal bubbles are larger than the distal
bubbles.
Figure 4.8 (a) and (b) compare the evolutions of the two-dimensional void fraction
of bubbles in the experiment, and the simulation of initially monodisperse (run
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F1-4) and polydisperse (run F5-8) clouds, respectively. The two-dimensional void
fraction is obtained as
β2D =
A
piR2c
, (4.9)
where A is the area occupied by the bubbles on the two-dimensional images. In all
the cases, the projected area steadily grows and reaches its maximum value within
the range of 0.1-0.15 at around t∗ = 10 − 15 then decays. Overall, trends in the
evolution of the void fraction are similar between themonodisperse and polydisperse
clouds, though the polydisperse clouds present slightly higher peak values than the
monodisperse clouds with the same values of B0. The magnitudes of the slope of the
void fraction during the growth and the decay are larger in the experiment than the
simulation. The discrepancies could be due to experimental uncertainties, including
the size distribution of nuclei in the simulation, non-sphericity of the cloud in the
experiment, and the finite resolution and/or the noise of the high-speed images.
Nevertheless, the results confirm that the simulated bubble clouds quantitatively
reproduce the experimental observation with reasonable accuracy.
For quantification of the anisotropic structure, we compute evolutions of the mo-
ments of volume and the kinetic energy in each cloud during the course of simula-
tions. Figure 4.9 shows the result. In all the clouds, the moment of volume oscillates
around -0.25 during the passage of the wave until around t∗ = 17 then grows back
to zero. This suggests that the size of the proximal bubbles are larger than the distal
bubbles for all t∗ and the structural anisotropy is the most significant around at
t∗ = 17. After the initial transient, the moment of kinetic energy oscillates between
-0.25 and -0.5 for all t∗. This indicates that the proximal bubbles experience a
larger amplitude of pressure excitation and oscillate more actively than the proximal
bubbles.
The results above indicate that the bubble dynamics are relatively insensitive to both
the population and initial polydispersity of the clouds. Therefore, the anisotropic
structure is expected to be observed over a wide range of the nuclei distribution and
population.
4.5 Parametric simulations using plane ultrasound waves
Setup
In the setup considered in the previous section, bubbles are forced by the pressure
wave with a complex waveform generated by a specific transducer. This hinders
further generalization of the obtained results, including the anisotropic structure and
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of the moment of volume, µVc,1, (top row) and the kinetic
energy, µKc,1, (bottom row) in the simulated clouds. Results of (a,c) monodisperse
and (b,d) polydisperse clouds are shown.
the bubble-induced kinetic energy, to the bubble cloud dynamics excited in other
geometries of pressure fields. For generalization, analysis using a wider range of
parameters, but with a simpler geometry of acoustic source, is desirable. To this
end, as an idealized problem, we conduct parametric simulations of bubble cloud
dynamics excited by plane ultrasound waves of various amplitudes.
The set of parameters addressed in the simulations is summarized in table 4.2. The
radius of clouds and variations of B0 follows the previous section. It is realistic to as-
sume that the radial distribution of bubbles is polydisperse rather than monodisperse
in practical conditions. Thus we assume that the distribution of the initial radius of
nuclei follows a log normal distribution with Rb0,re f = 10 µm and σ = 0.7, but we
expect only small differences with monodisperse clouds in the present cases.
Themesh size follows the previous section. We excite 10 cycles of a plane, sinusoidal
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Run A
A1v[1-4] 10−1.5
A2v[1-4] 10−1.0
A3v[1-4] 10−0.5
A4v[1-4] 1
A5v[1-4] 100.5
A6v[1-4] 10
Table 4.2: List of parameters used in the parametric study. The number-
ing after the symbol v denotes values of nuclei densities, corresponding to
B0 = 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5, respectively. For each set of (A, B0), 5 bubble clouds
with distinct initial coordinates of bubbles are simulated.
pressure wave from a source plane located at x = −20mm to the positive x direction,
that gives the pressure at the origin, without bubble cloud, of
pa = p0[1 + H(10 − t∗)Asin(2pit∗)], (4.10)
where H is the Heaviside step function. The frequency of the wave is f = 300
Hz, thus the wavelength is 4.9 mm and approximately equal to the diameter of the
bubble clouds. In order to assess the variability of the bubble cloud dynamics due
to spatial distribution of bubbles, with each set of (A, B0)we simulate Ns = 5 clouds
with distinct, random spatial distributions of nuclei. In what follows, we denote
quantities obtained by averaging Ns bubble clouds with the same set of (A, B0) as
those of ensemble averaged cloud. We denote the ensemble average of arbitrary
quantity f as
fens =
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
fi, (4.11)
where fi is obtained from i-th realization of the bubble cloud. In the present
simulations, Ns = 5 is sufficient to obtain ensemble averaged quantities.
Anisotropic structure
Here we analyze the volumetric evolution and the anisotropic structure of the clouds.
We begin by looking at the highest amplitude case, A = 10, in detail.
Figure 4.10 (a) shows evolutions of the moment of volume of bubble clouds from
run A6v during the course of simulation. The moment of volume oscillates between
-0.3 and 0 for all values of B0 after initial transient until t∗ = 10. After t∗ = 10 the
range of moment takes on a wider spread in values. In order to assess variability
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Figure 4.10: Evolution of the moment of volume with A = 10 in (a) each realization
(b) ensemble averaged clouds.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.11: Images of the bubble clouds with various values of B0 at t∗ = 5.7 from
runs (a) A6v1, (b) A6v2, (c) A6v3, and (d) A6v4.
associated with the random position of bubbles, figure 4.10 (b) shows the same
quantities of the ensemble averaged clouds. The similarity of the moments in the
two plots indicates small incoherence among the dynamics of bubble clouds of
distinct realizations. The clouds share the same anisotropic structure regardless of
the initial population and spatial distribution of nuclei.
Figure 4.11 shows images of bubble clouds at t∗ = 5.7, obtained from one of the
realizations from runs A6v1 - A6v4. As expected, the anisotropic structure is similar
to the clouds excited by HIFU.
We now consider the effect of varying the excitation amplitude, A. In order to
simplify the discussion, we concentrate on the dynamics during the excitation phase
where 2 < t∗ < 9, and time-average (denoted by (·)) the corresponding moments.
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Figure 4.12: Correlations of the time averaged moment of volume of ensemble
averaged clouds and the normalized amplitude of the incident wave.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Bifurcation diagram of the bubble radius and (b) averaged volume of
a single, spherical bubble under periodic pressure excitation with varying amplitude.
Figure 4.12 shows the time averaged moment of volume plotted against the nor-
malized amplitude of the incident wave. Regardless of B0, the moment of volume
is small and nearly constant with A up to around A = 1. For A > 1 the mo-
ment decreases, indicating larger anisotropy. Thus anisotropy is observed with high
amplitude excitation.
To understand this dependency of the structure on the pressure amplitude, we use
the Keller-Miksis equation to examine the nonlinear response of a single, isolated
spherical bubble with an initial diameter of 10 µm under periodic far-field pressure
excitation with a frequency of 300 kHz. Figure 4.13 (a) shows a bifurcation diagram
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of the moment of kinetic energy for (a) all the clouds and
(b) ensemble averaged clouds.
of the radius of the bubble sampled at every period of forcing pressure with a slowly
increasing forcing amplitude within the range addressed in the parametric study.
The computed radius monotonically grows with A and experiences a sub-harmonic
bifurcation at A ≈ 1.65, then transits to a chaotic regime with a growing amplitude
of radius. The bifurcation diagram in this range of the excitation amplitude was also
reported by Preston et al. (2007). At A ≈ 2.85, the radius returns to a quasi-periodic
behavior, and then at A ≈ 4 it re-transits to a chaotic regime with an amplitude
growing with A.
Figure 4.13 (b) shows the time averaged volume of the same bubble during the
period of forcing. The growth of the averaged volume follows a similar trend to that
of the radius, but with a larger slope. The volume smoothly grows to V b/Vb0 ≈ 5
with A then discontinuously grows to V b/Vb0 ≈ 12 at A ≈ 2.85. Then it grows with
much faster rate with A, toward V b/Vb0 ≈ 50 at A = 10. The nonlinear growth of
the volume with A > 1 corresponds to cavitation.
Figure 4.14 (a) shows the evolution of the moment of kinetic energy of clouds
A6v. After the initial transient until t∗ = 10, the moments of kinetic energy
oscillate between -0.5 and 0 around an approximately constant level, after which
oscillations with larger amplitudes occur. Figure 4.14 (b) shows the same quantities
of the ensemble-averaged clouds. The result is similar to figure 4.14 (a), further
confirming that the trend of the moment results from the coherent dynamics of the
cloud. The plots indicate that the oscillations of proximal bubbles aremore energetic
than the distal bubbles during the course of excitation, regardless of the initial nuclei
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population. Since the moment of volume and the moment of kinetic energy reach
quasi-stationary states during the 10 cycles of pressure excitation, increasing the
number of cycles of the pressure excitation may not largely affect the structure of the
clouds. When the number of cycle is as small as 1, however, the bubble dynamics do
not reach the stationary state, as shown in t∗ ∈ [0, 1] in figure 4.14, and the structure
may not be observed.
The results of single bubble dynamics in figure 4.13 and the moment of energy in
figure 4.14 may explain the mechanism of the anisotropic structure. The bubbles
nearest the source are exposed to an incoming pressurewave, while the distal bubbles
experience smaller amplitudes of pressure fluctuations due to the scattering of the
wave by the proximal bubbles. This results in larger amplitude of oscillations of
bubbles locally in the region near the proximal surface of the cloud, seen as the bias
in the moment of kinetic energy. With a pressure amplitude larger than A > 1, the
proximal bubbles can grow to much larger radius than the distal bubbles due to local
cavitation, which results in the bias in the center of volume, and becomes visible as
the anisotropic structure.
Dynamic cloud interaction parameter
In order to further quantify the bubble cloud dynamics, we seek to generalize
the definition of the cloud interaction parameter introduced by DB. The critical
difference in the bubble cloud dynamics in the present study and those considered
by DB lies in the wavelength and the amplitude of the pressure excitation. As
discussed in § 4.3, the original interaction parameter can be interpreted as a scaling
parameter of the global kinetic energy of liquid induced by a small amplitude
oscillations of bubble cluster under weak pressure excitation with long wavelength.
Meanwhile, in the bubble clouds considered in the present study, the wavelength is
as small as the size of a cloud. Due to the strong amplitude of the pressure, bubbles
experience cavitation growth and their radii can deviate from their initial values.
The radius of bubbles can also vary in space.
Figure 4.15 shows the evolutions of the spatial mean of the radius of bubbles in the
cloud with B0 = 1.25, normalized by its initial value, with various values of the
excitation amplitude: A = [10−0.5, 1.0, 100.5, 10]. For A > 1, the mean radius grows
rapidly on arrival of the wave, then oscillates around an approximately constant
value larger than 1 until t∗ = 10, while with A < 1 the mean radius oscillates around
1. After t∗ > 10 the radius decays to the initial value in all cases. This indicates
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Figure 4.15: Evolution of the mean radius of bubbles in the cloud.
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Figure 4.16: Dynamic interaction parameter plotted against the amplitude of pres-
sure excitation for various values of B0.
that the spatial mean of the bubble radius oscillates around their quasi-stationary
equilibrium whose value is unique to the pressure amplitude during the course of
excitation.
Motivated by this result, we extend the definition of the cloud interaction parameter
as
B =
Nb < Rb >
Rc,L
, (4.12)
where Rb is the time averaged radius of bubble during the pressure excitation.
Hereafter we denote this parameter as dynamic cloud interaction parameter. A
detailed discussion motivating the specific form of B is given in appendix B.
In figure 4.16, we plot the average value of B (over the ensemble) obtained for all
the runs in Table 1. For all the values of B0, B monotonically grows and deviates
from B0 for A > 1. This is due to the deviation of < Rb > from Rb,re f and thus
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Figure 4.17: Scattered plots of the time averaged moments of kinetic energy against
B0 and B. The top row show all realizations while the bottom row shows the
ensemble-averaged values. Circle and diamond denote the first and the third mo-
ments, respectively.
can be associated with the cavitation growth of the mean bubble radius in the cloud
shown in figure 4.16 with A > 1.
Scaling of the moment of kinetic energy
The dynamic interaction parameter is proposed as an appropriate scaling parameter
for bubble cloud dynamics excited in the short wavelength regime. In this section,
to examine the extent to which B controls the dynamics, we correlate the moment
of kinetic energy against both B and the original cloud interaction parameter, B0,
and compare the results.
Figure 4.17(a) and (b) show scatter plots of the time-averaged, first and third mo-
ments of kinetic energy against B0 and B, respectively. The 1st and 3rd moments
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show negative correlations against both B0 and B, while the data points are ver-
tically more spread against B0 than against B. The dynamic parameter does a
somewhat better job of collapsing the dynamics than the original one. However,
once we ensemble-average the data in figure 16 (c) and (d), we see that much of
the variation is associated with the randomized positions of the bubbles, and, in
general, the dynamic interaction parameter collapses the moment of kinetic energy
of the clouds. This confirms that the moments of kinetic energy can been seen as
monotonic, decreasing functions of B. Overall, the results indicate that B is a more
appropriate parameter to scale the moments than B0. The similarity of figure 4.17
(b) and (d) indicates small variability of the spatial bias in the energy due to initial
spatial distribution of bubbles.
The moments in figure 4.17 (d) approach zero for small B, which confirms that in
the limit of B = 0 inter-bubble interactions are negligible and the resulting spatial
bias in the mean kinetic energy is statistically zero, since bubbles experience the
same amplitude of pressure excitation at any location in the cloud. The plots also
indicate that as B increases, the slope of the curve monotonically decreases and thus
the moment saturates. This indicates that the distribution of energetic bubbles in the
cloud becomes more localized in the proximal side of the cloud with increasing the
pressure amplitude, while the magnitude of energy localization eventually becomes
invariant to the amplitude.
Overall, the results of the parametric simulation further elucidate the underlying
mechanism of the anisotropic structure. When the inter-bubble interaction becomes
dominant, the energy localization occurs to the cloud, and this happens regardless of
the amplitude of pressure excitation. Meanwhile, the anisotropic structure becomes
visible only when the energetic, proximal bubbles cavitate and reach a large radius is
a nonlinear function of the amplitude of pressure excitation. It is notable that, in fact,
the moment of volume is not collapsed by the dynamic cloud interaction parameter.
Figure 4.18 shows scatter plots of the time-averaged moment of volume against the
dynamic cloud interaction parameter. For the entire range of B, the moment is
scattered between -0.3 and 0.1 for both all realizations and the ensemble-averaged
values.
Scaling of the far-field, bubble-scattered acoustics
Given the successful scaling of the moments of kinetic energy in terms of the
dynamic interaction parameter, we are motivated to explore scaling of the far-field,
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Figure 4.18: Scattered plots of the time averaged moments of volume against B. (a)
shows all realizations while (b) shows the ensemble-averaged values.
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Figure 4.19: Evolution of the scattered pressure field at a distance r = 8Rc from
ensemble averaged clouds from runs (a) A6v4 and (b) A1v1.
bubble-scattered acoustics that result from the bubble cloud dynamics.
Figure 4.19 shows the evolution of the far-field sound at different angles to the
direction of incident radiation. The pressure has been normalized by the amplitude
of the incident wave. These are plotted for two cases: figure 4.19 (a) shows the
densest cloud excited by the highest amplitude wave (thus obtaining the largest value
of B), while figure 4.19 (b) shows the most dilute cloud with the lowest amplitude of
excitation (lowest value of B). The scattered pressure shows sinusoidal oscillations at
a retarded time associated with the incident wave scattered to the sampling location.
The amplitude of the scattered pressure from the dense cloud is an order ofmagnitude
larger than than the dilute one for all t∗. The small, rapid fluctuations at large t∗
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Figure 4.20: (a) Contours of the scattered pressure field at t∗ = 9.6, normalized
by the amplitude of the incident wave, obtained from run A6v4. The length unit
is Rc = 2.5 mm. (b) Polar plots of the root-mean-square pressure sampled on
spherical surface with r/Rc = 8. Results from runs A6v4 and A1v1 are compared
to the scattering of a single spherical air bubble of the same size as the cloud.
are due to the bubble oscillations after the passage of the incident wave. The small
amplitude of these fluctuations indicate the absence of a strong, coherent cloud
collapse.
Figure 4.20 (a) shows an contour plot of the bubble-scattered component of the
pressure field at t∗ = 9.6 from the dense cloud. The scattered component is
obtained by subtracting the contribution of the incident pressure wave from the total
pressure field. The scattered wave propagates radially outward from the bubble
cloud. Figure 4.20 (b) shows a polar plot of the scattered waves from both clouds
averaged over the period of direct scattering. The linear scattering from a single
spherical air cavity with the same radius as the clouds is also shown for reference.
With both clouds, scattering is dominant over angles in the forward direction. The
amplitude of scattering is larger at all angles from the dense cloud than the dilute
one.
Figure 4.21 is the analog to figure 4.17 but with the root-mean-square pressure
plotted versus the original and dynamic cloud interaction parameters. Shown by the
different colors are the 3 scattering angles considered in figure 4.19. The scattered
pressure shows positive correlations with both B0 and B. The data points are widely
spread against B0, but collapse better with B. As was the case with the kinetic energy
moment, ensemble averaging of the clouds remove additional scatter associated with
the randomized bubble positions and distribution. Overall, the results confirm that
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Figure 4.21: Scatter plots of the root-mean-square pressure against B0 and B at
various angles. The top row show all realizations while the bottom row shows the
ensemble-averaged values. Circle, diamond, and square denote θ = 0, θ = pi/4, and
θ = pi, respectively
the proposed interaction parameter scales the amplitude of the bubble-scattered
acoustics better than the original parameter.
The polar plots shown in figure 4.20 may help explain the saturation of both the
moments of kinetic energy and the amplitude of bubble-scattered acoustics with a
large value of the dynamics interaction parameter. Due to the large mismatch in
the acoustic impedance across the air-water interface, a cavity can scatter the most
portion of the incident wave energy. The dense cloud gives a similar magnitude of
scattering as a single large bubble. A subsequent increase in either the excitation
amplitude or cloud volume fraction (thus increasing B), yields no further effect;
the scattered acoustics saturate at a level similar to a single bubble of the cloud
dimension. The smaller directionality of the scattered acoustics by the cloud than
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Figure 4.22: Scatter plots of the moments of kinetic energy against prms for (a) all
clouds and (b) ensemble averaged clouds. Symbols follow figure 4.21
by the air cavity is associated with the spatially random distributions of bubbles. In
multiple scattering theory, scatters with a random, disordered distribution may act
as a rough surface and result in randomized angles of scattering of the incoming
wave, compared to a smooth surface like that of the air cavity (Ishimaru, 1978).
Overall, it has been shown that the dynamic interaction parameter scales both the
amplitude of the scattered acoustic field, as well as the moment of kinetic energy.
Furthermore, this indicates direct correlations between the far-field acoustics and the
moment. Figure 4.22 (a) and (b) show data for all clouds considered at the 3 observer
angles, with and without ensemble averaging, resepectively. For applications, the
result indicates that the measurement of the far-field, bubble-scattered pressure
waves can be used as a surrogate for the magnitude of the energy localization in the
bubble cloud as well as a means to estimate the value of B.
4.6 Implications for cavitation in lithotripsy
As the central application and motivation of the present study, it is worth dis-
cussing implications of the present results of numerical experiments to HIFU-based
lithotripsy.
In ESWL, bubbles in a cloud experience a nearly identical amplitude of pressure
excitation during the passage of the tensile component of the wave since the tensile
tail typically has a much larger width than the cloud size. The dynamics of the
bubble cloud consist of spherically symmetric structures, similar to what was shown
in figure 4.1. The inward-propagating shockwave causes violent cloud collapse, that
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Figure 4.23: Contours of the maximum pressure over the course of the simulations
(a) without and (b) with the bubble cloud from run F8. The length unit is mm.
results in erosion of surrounding materials. This injurious effect has been seen as a
major disadvantage of ESWL (McAteer et al., 2005; Bailey et al., 2006).
The use of HIFU for lithotripsy has been proposed as an alternative to ESWL
due to their potentials for safer and more efficient stone comminution (Ikeda, S.
Yoshizawa, Masataka, et al., 2006; Shin Yoshizawa et al., 2009; Maxwell et al.,
2015). Cavitation bubble clouds in the HIFU-based lithoripsy, by contrast to those
in ESWL, have a cloud size commensurate with the ultrasound wavelength. The
resulting energy localization of the cloud and scattering of the incoming waves
identified in the previous sections indicate that the bubble clouds with a size at
an order of the incident pressure wavelength can result in strong scattering of the
incident wave, with strong implications for HIFU-based lithotripsy.
Figure 4.23 compares contours of the maximum pressure on the cross plane over the
course of the simulations with and without the bubble cloud. Without the bubble
cloud, the region of high-pressure (>5 MPa) is localized to the focal region of
x ∈ [−10, 5] mm, while with the bubble cloud, the region of high pressure does not
penetrate into the cloud except near the proximal surface. This can be interpreted
that the energetic proximal bubbles scatter the incoming wave to prevent the wave
from penetrating into the cloud and suppress excitation and oscillation of the distal
bubbles. There exists energy shielding of the distal bubbles by the proximal bubbles.
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The small values of the maximum pressure within the cloud shown in figure 4.23 (b)
also indicate that strong cloud collapse does not occur during or after passage of the
wave. This agrees with the absence of strong acoustic signals from bubble clouds
after the passage of an incident plane wave confirmed in the numerical experiment,
shown in figure 4.16. The results are reminiscent of a bubble screen (Carstensen and
Foldy, 1947; Commander and Prosperetti, 1989) that provides a similar shielding
effect.
In practical conditions of HIFU-based lithotripsy, cavitation bubble clouds can be
nucleated on the surface of a kidney stone. It can be conjectured that such bubble
clouds may have both positive and negative effects on outcomes of the therapy; they
can be less injurious due to the absence of violent cloud collapse, but they could
reduce lower the efficacy of stone comminution by scattering the incident radiation.
Meanwhile, it is apparent that a presence of kidney stones may complicate the
resulting bubble cloud dynamics. For instance, non-spherical bubble collapse may
occur on the surface of a stone to cause erosion (Tomita and Shima, 1986; Johnsen
and Colonius, 2009), an effect not considered in the present study. For future
research, simulations of bubble cloud dynamics in the presence of a stone are
desirable.
4.7 Summary
We investigated the dynamics of cavitation bubble clouds excited by strong ultra-
soundwaves, in a regimewhere the cloud size is similar to the ultrasoundwavelength.
In a first set of simulations, we excite bubble clouds by a focused ultrasound wave to
mimic the laboratory setup of HIFU-based lithtoripsy. An anisotropic cloud struc-
ture was observed in both experiments and simulations. The proximal bubbles grow
to larger radius than the distal bubbles. In a second series of simulations, we eluci-
dated the underlying mechanisms leading to the anisotropy of the observed structure
and dynamics. In these simulations, we varied the amplitude of (plane-wave) exci-
tation and the number density of bubbles, and we considered an ensemble of five
runs for each case with different locations and populations of bubbles. Based on the
kinetic energy of liquid induced by oscillations of a bubble cluster, we proposed a
new scaling parameter, namely a dynamic cloud interaction parameter, that scales
the observed anisotropy and dynamics. The parameter is generalized from the cloud
interaction parameter introduced by d’Agostino and Brennen (1989) for linearized
bubble cloud dynamics in the long wavelength regime. We likewise showed that the
scattered acoustic field collapses with the same dynamic interaction parameter, and
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thus can serve as a surrogate measure for the extent of energy localization in the
cloud.
Chapter Appendices
4.A Local cloud interaction parameter
In this appendix we provide a rationale for defining the dynamic cloud interaction
parameter. To treat a bubble cloud in that bubbles experiences non-uniform forcing
pressure due to the short wavelength, we introduce the notion of local kinetic energy.
The local energy is defined as the kinetic energy of liquid induced by bubbles
in a spherical region around coordinate x with a radius of Rc,L that experiences
approximately uniform pressure excitation, namely local-cloud:
KLocal(x) = 2piρ
[Nb,L∑
i
R3i ÛR2i +
Nb,L∑
i
Nb,L∑
j
R2i R
2
j
ÛRi ÛRj
ri, j
+O
(
R7 ÛR2
r4
)]
(4.13)
∼ Nb,LR3L(x) ÛR2L(x)(1 +
Nb,LRL
Rc,L
). (4.14)
As discussed in §3, with a strong pressure excitation, the mean bubble radius can
largely deviate from its initial value. In case of periodic pressure excitation, a natural
choice of RL can be its time averaged value during the course of excitation:
RL ≈ Rb,L . (4.15)
This leads us to define the following local cloud interaction parameter:
BL(x) ≈ Nb,LRb,L(x)Rc,L . (4.16)
The local interaction parameter characterizes the kinetic energy of the local cloud.
We take a summation of this parameter over all the local clouds:
Nc∑
i=1
BL(x) = Nc < BL >= Nb < Rb >Rc,L , (4.17)
where< · > denotes the spatial average over the global bubble cloud. Bymultiplying
a factor Rc,L/Rc, we obtain
NcRc,L
Rc
< BL >= B. (4.18)
The relation indicates that if the spatial distribution of BL in distinct bubble clouds
are identical, the clouds also possess the same B and show a similar dynamic
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.24: Evolutions of the void fractions of (a) monodisperse and (b) polydis-
perse clouds with various values of B0.
response. Conversely, if distinct clouds possess the same value of B, we could
expect a similar spatial distribution of BL , thus that of the local kinetic energy,
though this is in general not a necessary condition.
The scaling of the kinetic energy (4.14) implies that the bubble cloud with larger
values of B tends to induce a larger amount of kinetic energy in the liquid, with
the same values of (RL, ÛRL). Conversely, bubble clouds with a larger value of B
need smaller values of (RL, ÛRL) to induce the same amount of kinetic energy. This
qualitatively implies that, with the same amplitude of pressure excitation, bubbles
in a bubble cloud with a larger B (or B0) tend to grow less, compared to a single,
isolated bubble and bubble clouds with smaller values of B. The suppression of
bubble/bubble cloud growth with a large value of B, thus inter-bubble interactions,
has been observed in numerical simulation by Wang and Brennen (1999) and in
experiment by Bremond et al. (2006), and also qualitatively agrees with the results
of the present simulations, in that bubble clouds present smaller differences in their
moments compared to differences in their values of B0 (figs. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.14).
4.B Simulation of the bubble cloud dynamics in the long wavelength regime
In order to simulate the bubble cloud dynamics under far-field pressure exciation,
we send 1 cycles of a plane, sinusoidal pressure wave with an amplitude of 1 MPa
and a frequency of 50 kHz, thus wavelength of 29.5 mm, from an acoustic source
plane to a spherical bubble cloud with a radius of 2.5 mm. The numerical setup, and
the population and the initial size distribution of nuclei in the clouds follow section
§ 4.5.
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Figure 4.25: Scatter plot of the maximum bubble radius about the initial bubble.
Figure 4.24 (a) and 4.24 (b) show the evolutions of the void fraction for several
different values of B0 for the monodisperse (case 1) and polydisperse (case 2)
clouds, respectively. In all clouds, after the passage of the incident wave, the void
fraction steadily grows to reach its maximum value around 0.05 – 0.08 at around
t∗ = 3.5 − 4, then collapses to zero at around t∗ = 7. Slight rebounds are observed
in the clouds in case2 after the collapse. The spread in the curves with the same
value of B (same colors), resulting from the randomness of the coordinates of
bubbles, is small in both cases. Interestingly, the results of case 1 and 2 do not
show significant differences, suggesting that the effect of polydispersity is small. As
shown in figure 4.1, the structures of the clouds possess nearly spherical symmetry,
as bubbles experience uniform back-ground pressure during the passage of the
incident wave due to its long wavelength. At its maximum void fraction, bubbles
near the periphery of the cloud are larger than those near the center (figure 4.1
(b)). This can be explained by a shielding of the inner bubbles by the outermost
layer; the outer bubbles scatter/absorb the acoustic energy of the incident wave to
mitigate its penetration into the center. During the collapse, it is observed that the
bubbles near the periphery collapse earlier, followed by the inner bubbles. This
inward propagation of the collapse corresponds to the bubble cloud collapse can
be associated with the bubbly-shockwaves observed in the previous studies. The
geometric center of the collapse is slightly offset to the right from the cloud center
of the cloud in the present result. This offset can be explained by the slight delay
in the arrival of the incident wave at the right side of the cloud due to the finite
wavelength and the sound speed that were not considered in the previous studies.
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Figure 4.26: Scattered plots of the maximum radius of each bubble about its initial
radius separately for distinct values of B0, with distinct colors based on bubble’s
radial coordinate.
In order to quantify the anisotropy in the growth of bubbles in the cloud, in figure
4.25 we plot the maximum radius of the bubbles as a function of their radial
coordinates (distance from the origin) for each value of B0, for the monodisperse
and polydisperse cases, respectively. In the monodisperse case (figure 4.25 (a)),
the maximum radius has a clear monotonic, positive correlation with the radial
coordinate. The slope of the correlation is increased with B0, though the values of
the radius tend to decrease with B0. As discussed in § 4.A, this results suggest that
with increasing the inter-bubble interaction, the bubble growth is suppressed and
anisotropy in the bubble growth is enhanced. In the polydisperse case (figure 4.25
(b)), we do not observe clear correlations except for B0 = 5, indicated by a blue
scattered points, due to higher dispersions in the bubble radius.
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For a better analysis of the polydisperse clouds, in figure 4.26 we scatter the data
points of the maximum radius of each bubble as a function of its initial radius
separately for distinct values of B0, with distinct colors based on bubble’s radial co-
ordinate: r/Rc ∈ [0, 0.7] (center); r/Rc ∈ [0.7, 0.87] (mid-shell); r/Rc ∈ [0.87, 1.0]
(outer shell). Note that these three regions have approximately the same volume.
The results show that for each value of B0, the bubbles attain the largest radii in
the outer shell, followed by the middle shell. The maximum radius tends to de-
crease by increasing B0. Thus, it is indicated that the correlations observed in the
monodisperse clouds hold true in the polydisperse case.
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C h a p t e r 5
QUANTIFICATION OF THE ENERGY SHIELDING OF KIDNEY
STONES BY CAVITATION BUBBLE CLOUDS
A part of this chapter is published in the proceedings of The 10th International
Symposium on Cavitation (CAV2018).
5.1 Overview
In Chapter 4, it was indicated that bubble clouds nucleated near a kidney stone can
cause energy shielding of the stone by scattering incoming ultrasound waves. For
application to BWL, it is further informative to quantify the energy shielding. To
that aim, in this chapter, experiments and numerical simulations of the dynamics of
bubble clouds nucleated on the surface of a stone model under ultrasound radiation
are presented. In the experiment, an epoxy stone model is insonified by a burst wave
with an amplitude of 7 MPa and a frequency of 340 kHz generated by a focused
ultrasound transducer in water. We visualize the evolution of bubble clouds using
a high-speed camera and measure the back-scattered acoustics from the bubbles
with transducer array elements. In the simulation, we combine numerical methods
developed in Chapters 2 and 3 for modeling the interactions among bubbles, the
stone, and the burst wave. Simulated evolution of the bubble cloud and bubble
scattered acoustics quantitatively agree with the results of the experiment. We vary
the initial void fraction and size of bubble cloud to assess the magnitude of the
shielding as well as its correlation with the bubble-scattered acoustics. Results of
the study indicate that the magnitude of the shielding reaches up to 90% of the
total acoustic energy of the incident burst wave. We further discovered a strong
correlation between the magnitude of the shielding and the amplitude of the back-
scattered acoustics, independent of the initial condition of the cloud. The results
of the study can be used to further identify appropriate parameters and improve the
efficacy of stone comminution in BWL.
5.2 Experimental setup
Figure 5.1 (a) shows a schematic of the experimental setup. We generate pulses of
10 cycles of a sinusoidal pressure wave with a frequency of 340 kHz and a peak focal
pressure of 7.0 MPa from a multi-element array focused transducer with an aperture
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Multi-element array
medical transducer (same as that modeled in Chapter 2).
of 180 mm and focal length of 150 mm (figure 5.1 (b)) toward a cylindrical shape of
epoxy stone model with its axis aligned on the acoustic axis of the transducer. The
pulse repetition frequency is 100 Hz. The focal point of the transducer is located
at the center of the stone. The height and radius of the stone are 10 and 6.25 mm,
respectively. The water is degassed to approximately 65% O2 saturation to model
the environment of the liquid filling the collecting space of the kidney. A high-speed
camera captures a thin layer of bubbles forming a cloud nucleated on the proximal
base of the stone. We concurrently sample the back-scattered acoustics from the
bubble cloud and the stone by using the transducer array elements.
5.3 Simulation setup
In simulations, we formulate the dynamics of the multi-component mixture using
the compressible, multi-component, Navier-Stoke equation. We model the stone
as an elastic solid with zero shear modulus with a density of 1200 kgm−3 and a
longitudinal sound speed of 2440 ms−1. The coupled dynamics of the stone and the
surrounding water are modeled using an interface capturing method (Perigaud and
Saurel, 2005; Coralic and Colonius, 2014). We model the transducer as a portion of
a spherical surface with an aperture of 60 mm and a radius of 50 mm with its center
located at the origin of z − r axi-symmetric coordinates. We generate burst waves
at the modeled surface by using the source term approach developed in Chapter
2. The axis of the cylindrical stone is aligned on the z-axis, with its mid-point
located at the origin. For modeling bubbles, we utilize the Eulerian-Lagrangian
method developed in Chapter 3. The governing equations are discretized on an
axisymmetric grid. The grid size is uniform with a radial and axial width of 100
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Figure 5.2: Evolution of the focal pressure.
µm in the stone-wave interaction region. We initially distribute spherical bubble
nuclei with a radius of 10 µm in the cylindrical region that faces the proximal base
of the stone, then track the radial evolution of the bubbles at the sub-grid scale and
resolve the bubble-scattered acoustics on the grid. For the parametric study, we
run simulations varying the thickness of the bubbly layer, h, and the initial void
fraction, β0, of the cylindrical cloud, within ranges of h ∈ [0.25, 1.0] mm and
β0 ∈ [1.0, 8.0] × 10−5, respectively. The ranges of the parameters were estimated
from preliminary experiments. We capture the evolution of the bubbles and sample
the back-scattered acoustics at points on the acoustic source surface corresponding
to the angles of the centers of the transducer array elements used in the experiment.
5.4 Results and discussion
Figure 5.2 compares the evolution of the focal pressure during the passage of the
burst wave obtained from the experiment and a simulation without the stone. The
head of the wave arrives at the focal point at t = 0. The simulated waveform and
the peak pressure agree well with those of the measurement, except for the small
oscillations due to ring down after t = 30 µs.
Figure 5.3 compares the evolution of the area occupied by the bubbles projected on a
2D plane, Amm2, obtained in the experimental visualization and the simulation with
h = 0.75 mm and β0 = 1.0 × 10−5. Each data point of the measurement is obtained
by averaging 440 independent realizations of the bubble clouds. The shaded area
corresponds to the standard deviation resulting from the randomness in the clouds.
The result of the simulation shows that the cloud experiences a transient growth with
rapid oscillations during the passage of the wave, up to about t = 30 µs, followed by
a smooth decay after the passage of the wave. The result of the measurement cannot
capture the oscillations, even though they may be present in the experiments, as the
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the projected area of bubble cloud. Result of the simulation
with h = 0.75 mm and β0 = 1.0 × 10−5 is shown.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Images of representative bubble clouds obtained at t = 21 µs in the (a)
experiment and (b) simulation.
present sampling frequency was lower than that of the oscillation, while its growing
trend until around at t = 30 µs and decay after the passage of the wave agree well
with the result of the simulation.
Figure 5.4 shows representative images of bubble cloud obtained from the experi-
mental visualization and the simulation at t = 21 µs. A layer of dispersed bubbles
is present on the proximal base of the stone in both images
Figure 5.5 shows pressure contours at different instants in time during the simulation.
A burst wave is generated and focused toward the stone (figure 5.5 (a)). A bubble
cloud is excited during the passage of the wave (figure 5.5 (b)). A portion of the wave
is scattered back from the bubbles and the stone, and the rest of the wave transmits
through the stone and is scattered forward (figure 5.5 (c)). After the passage of
the incident wave, weak reverberation of the pressure wave is observed in the stone
(figure 5.5 (d)). Strong collapse of bubble cloud is not observed. This may be due
to the small void fraction and size of the cloud.
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Figure 5.5: Snapshots of the pressure contour during the simulation with h = 1.0
mm and β0 = 1.0 × 10−5 at (a) t = 10, (b) 20, (c) 30, and (d) 40 µs. Stone and the
void fraction of bubbles are indicated with black line and shading, respectively.
In order to quantify the amplitude of the back-scattered acoustics, we compute
a cross-correlation based, daylight imaging functional using the acoustic signals
sampled in both the experiment and the simulation, following algorithms reported
by Garnier and Papanicolaou (2009). Given u(t, xi), where i = 1, ..., Nsensor , as a
set of signals sampled at coordinates xi over the time interval [0,T]. The cross
correlation between signals u(t, xi) and u(t, x j) is defined as
CT (τ, x j, xl) = 1T
∫ T
0
u(t, xi)u(t + τ, xi)dt. (5.1)
The imaging functional at coordinate z is defined as:
I(z) =
Nsensors∑
j,l=1
CsymT (τ(z, xl) + τ(z, x j), x j, xl), (5.2)
where
CsymT (τ, x j, xl) = CT (τ, x j, xl) + CT (−τ, x j, xl). (5.3)
CsymT is the symmetric component of the cross-correlation. C
sym
T is used instead of
CT to remove the influence of the component of signals that are not scattered by the
stone and the bubble cloud from the functional. Further details of the algorithms to
obtain the functional can be found in Garnier and Papanicolaou (2009).
Figure 5.6 (a) and 5.6 (b) show normalized contours of the imaging functional
obtained in the experiment and the simulation. Coordinates with a large value of
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Figure 5.6: (a) Normalized contour of the imaging functional obtained from the (a)
experiment and (b) simulation. The stone is indicated by a dotted line. The length
unit is mm. Sensor locations are indicated by white dots.
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of the kinetic energy in the stone induced by the burst wave.
the imaging functional correspond to estimated locations of the acoustic source. In
both plots, a region of a large value of the imaging functional is localized within
the area of the stone. This result suggests that the acoustics scattered from the stone
(and the bubbles) are captured in both the experiment and the simulation, and their
magnitude can be quantified by the imaging functional.
Figure 5.7 shows the evolution of the kinetic energy in the stone induced by the burst
wave during three distinct simulation cases: without bubbles, with a thin and dilute
cloud (h = 0.25mm and β0 = 1.0×10−5), and with a thick and dense cloud (h = 1.0
mm and β0 = 8.0× 10−5). In all the cases, the energy steadily grows after arrival of
the wave until around at t = 10 µs, then oscillates around a constant value during
the passage of the wave until around at t = 30 µs. After the passage of the wave, the
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Figure 5.8: Correlation between the shielding factor and the scattering factor. The
dotted line indicates S = 0.9.
energy steadily decays and reaches zero around at t = 40 µs. The energy is highest
for all t when there are no bubbles. The energy level is slightly decreased with the
thin and dilute cloud, while it is drastically reduced with the thick and dense cloud.
This result indicates that the energy shielding by bubbles is enhanced by increasing
the thickness and/or the void fraction of the cloud.
To quantify the correlation between the shielding and the scattered acoustics, in
figure 5.8 (d) we plot the shielding factor S as a function of the scattering factor F.
The shielding factor is defined as
S = 1 − P
Pref
, (5.4)
where P is the total work done by the acoustic energy to the stone during each
simulation: P =
∫
Estonedt. Pref is the reference value of P obtained in the case
without bubbles. Note that S = 0 and S = 1 indicates no shielding and perfect
shielding (no energy transmission into the stone), respectively. The scattering factor
is defined as
F =
max[I]
max[Ire f ], (5.5)
where Ire f is the reference value of imaging functional obtained in the case without
bubbles. F quantifies the amplification of the scattered acoustics due to bubbles
compared to the case without bubble. Note that F = 1 indicates no effect of the
scattering due to bubbles. The maximum value of the shielding factor in the plot is
approximately 0.9, indicating that up to 90% of the total energy of the incident burst
wave can be absorbed/scattered by bubbles that otherwise transmits into the stone.
Interestingly, the plot also indicates a strong correlation between the shielding factor
and the maximum imaging functional within the global range of the shielding factor,
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independent of the initial condition of bubbles. This correlation suggests that the
scattered acoustics can be directly used to estimate the magnitude of the shielding
regardless of the bubble dynamics, at least within the range of parameters of bubble
cloud addressed in the simulations.
In the present study, single realization of layer of initially monodisperse bubbles is
simulated for each set of the thickness and void fraction of the bubble layer. Given
the relatively small influence of the spatial distribution of bubbles and polydispersity
of bubbles on the dynamics of spherical bubble clouds in the parametric simulation
studied in Chapter 4, the effects of the spatial randomness and polydispersity of
bubble nuclei are expected to be likewise small in the present case.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the energy shielding of kidney stones by a bubble cloud nucleated
on the stone surface during the passage of a burst wave was quantified through
a combined experimental and numerical approach. Simulated evolution of the
bubble cloud and the bubble-scattered acoustics showed quantitative agreements
with the results of experimental high-speed imaging and acoustic measurements.
The numerical results revealed that the magnitude of the energy shielding by a thin
layer of bubble cloud can reach up to 90% of the total energy of the burst wave,
indicating a large potential loss of efficacy in the treatment of BWL due to cloud
cavitation. Furthermore, we discovered a strong correlation between the magnitude
of the shielding and the amplitude of the back-scattered acoustics. This correlation
could be used, for example, for quantification of the magnitude of the shielding in
a human body by ultrasound imaging in real time in BWL and adjusting the wave
parameters to control the shielding.
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C h a p t e r 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has reported a series of studies on modeling, numerical simulation and
experimental analysis of the dynamics of cavitation bubble clouds excited by strong
ultrasound waves for quantification of the effects of cavitation on outcomes of burst
wave lithotripsy.
In Chapter 2 and 3, an acoustic source model and an Eulerian-Lagrangian method
were developed as numerical tools for simulation of focused ultrasound generated
by medical transducer and cloud cavitation excited by the ultrasound, respectively.
For better comparisons with experiment and engineering prediction, the numerical
model and the method were designed to mimic and visualize the physical process
of acoustic cavitation in BWL; ultrasound generation at vibrating piezo-ceramic
arrays of the transducer are modeled, and the dynamics of individual bubbles are
tracked and visualized. In the Eulerian-Lagrangian method, special emphasis was
placed upon development of sub-grid modeling for accurate simulation of bubble
dynamics and upon reduced order models for speedup of simulations. The set of
numerical toolswere capable of simulatingmulti-scale dynamics of cloud cavitation,
including the oscillations of individual bubbles and strong bubble-scattered acoustic,
coherent dynamics of bubbles in a cloud, with a high accuracy that was not attainable
by existing methods. Excitation of cloud cavitation by an ultrasound wave was
demonstrated in the regime where the cloud size becomes close to the ultrasound
wavelength. A non-trivial anisotropic structure was identified in the cloud, in that
the proximal bubbles grow to larger radius than the distal bubbles.
In Chapter 4, using the numerical framework developed in the previous chapters,
bubble cloud dynamics in an intense ultrasound field were investigated to elucidate
the aniostopic structure and the associated physics. Experimental high-speed imag-
ing and a set of numerical simulations were used to further quantify the anisotropic
structure of the cloud. A scaling parameter was proposed to characterize the non-
linear dynamics of bubble clouds. The parameter generalizes the cloud interaction
parameter introduced by d’Agostino and Brennen (1989) for linearized dynamics of
bubble clouds in the long wavelength regime. The following are identified through
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the simulation: The kinetic energy of liquid induced by bubbles becomes larger in
the proximal side than in the distal side with the increase of the parameter, regardless
of the nuclei population, the energetic bubbles are locally cavitated under a large
amplitude of pressure excitation and this results in the anisotropic structure. The
amplitude of the far-field, bubble scattered acoustics is likewise scaled with the
proposed parameter, and thus potentially lowering both the comminution efficiency
but also associated tissue damage in BWL as compared to ESWL. The numerical
results further indicated that the short wavelength regime of bubble clouds may not
experience a violent, coherent collapse, and that a large portion of the incident ul-
trasound is scattered, and thus can lower the efficiency in stone comminution when
nucleated near a stone during BWL.
In chapter 5, a combined experimental and numerical study was conducted to
quantify the energy shielding of a kidney stone caused by cloud cavitation. In the
experiment, a cylindrical stone model was immersed in water and exposed to a
burst wave, in that a thin layer of bubble clouds is nucleated on the surface of the
stone. Interactions among the burst wave, cavitation bubbles and the stone model
were simulated using the numerical tools. Results of the simulation revealed that
up to 90% of the wave energy was scattered by the bubble cloud. The simulated
evolution of the bubble cloud and the measured back-scattered acoustics agreed
with experimental measurements. A strong correlation was identified between
the amplitude of the scattered waves and the magnitude of the energy shielding,
indicating that the shielding can be monitored by measuring the scattered acoustics.
Cavitation or no cavitation
At the end of this thesis, it is worth discussing comparisons of BWL and another
prototype method of HIFU-based lithotripsy. The lithotripsy aims to actively take
advantage of cavitation damage induced by collapse of bubble cloud for efficient
stone comminution by combining high frequency ultrasound of O(1) MHz that
induces cavitation bubble clouds and low frequency ultrasound of O(100) kHz that
causes the clouds to collapse (Ikeda, S. Yoshizawa, Masataka, et al., 2006; Ikeda,
S. Yoshizawa, Koizumi, et al., 2016). It has been shown that the combination of
high and low frequencies, denoted as cavitation control [C-C] waveform, is more
effective in stone comminution than using only high or low frequency in experiment
in vitro.
The method of lithotripsy is seemingly conflicting with the philosophy of BWL that
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aims to avoid cavitation to maximize the energy transmission into the stone and to
minimize potential injury. However, from a larger point of view, both methods seek
to improve SWL by using HIFU and could be compatible with each other.
The conclusion of chapter 5 in the present thesis revealed the strong energy shield-
ing as another negative effect of cavitation in BWL, other than potential injury.
As previously discussed, in the practical condition of lithotripsy in that stones are
surrounded by a liquid with higher gas concentration than idealized experiment
(Maxwell et al., 2015), it is difficult to completely suppress cavitation. Such cavita-
tion bubbles could be to some extent used to enhance stone comminution by sending
a longer wavelength of burst wave following the strategy of C-C waveform, without
sacrificing the advantage of BWL.
6.2 Recommendations for future work
Modeling and numerical methods
The Eulerian-Lagrangian method developed in Chapter 3 treats spherical bubbles.
In reality, bubbles experience non-spherical deformations and fission/break-up.
Though simulations presented in this thesis show quantitative agreement with exper-
iments, for more accurate modeling of bubble dynamics, such non-trivial dynamics
of bubbles may be included. The method was validated considering problems of
acoustic cavitation with a uniform, irrotational back-ground flow field. For applica-
tions to cavitating flow problems in that the non-uniform, fluctuating back-ground
flows with non-zero vorticity can interact with the bubble dynamics, further verify-
ing/improving the sub-grid models would be desirable, for example, by considering
translational motions of bubbles induced by hydrodynamics forces (Maeda, Date,
et al., 2013).
Violent non-spherical bubble collapse may cause cavitation erosion of a stone
(Tomita and Shima, 1986; Johnsen and Colonius, 2009). Such effects of bub-
bles are not modeled in the simulation shown in Chapter 5. It remains unknown if
such cavitation erosion contributes to stone comminution in BWL. For further quan-
tification of the erosion, modeling the fluid-structure interaction would be desirable,
including elasticity, plasticity, and fracture mechanics of the stone.
Feedback control of burst wave lithotripsy
The correlations between the scattered acoustics and the magnitude of the energy
shielding (scattering-shielding correlation) obtained in Chapter 5 can be used to
directly monitor cavitation and estimate the magnitude of the shielding by sensing
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ultrasound in real time during the treatment of BWL. This may realize real-time
control of cavitation by modifying the pressure waveform and/or PRF, to optimize
the efficacy of stone comminution by suppressing the shielding below a certain
threshold. Meanwhile, a wide range of physical parameters and uncertainties are
involved with the actual treatment of lithotripsy, including the anatomical structure,
stone shape and composition. In this thesis, the scattering-shielding correlation was
obtained for a particular combination of the waveform and a model stone with a
simple geometry in vitro. For realization of the feedback system, a database of the
shielding-scattering correlation needs to be pre-computed for various ranges of the
parameters by a large set of simulations, such that a right set(s) of correlations can
be referenced for stones of a given patient in situ. For construction of the database
and optimally referencing the database, applications of data science and machine
learning techniques would be of use. Such an advanced system of lithotripsy may
also find applications to other types of ultrasound therapies.
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A p p e n d i x A
NOTE ON THE DYNAMICS OF SPHERICAL BUBBLES UNDER
MUTUAL INTERACTIONS
A.1 Overview
In this appendix, the dynamical equation for the oscillations of spherical gas bubbles
under mutual interactions in a viscous potential flow is reviewed and analyzed. The
Euler-Lagrange equation is used to derived a non-autonomous, implicit system of
ODEs in terms of the radius and the radial velocity of each bubble, that corresponds
to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation in the limit of single bubble. The complexity of the
direct solutionmethod isO(N3b ), where Nb is the total number of bubbles, that comes
from matrix inversion. A preconditioning strategy is introduced to avoid the matrix
inversion and reduce the complexity to O(N2b ). The relation of the preconditioning
and the canonical transformation of the dynamical equation proposed by Ilinskii
et al. (2007) is discussed. For a spherical bubble cloud, the preconditioning is
successful if B0 < 1, but otherwise non-trivial, thus may not be applied to a dense
and or large bubble cloud with B0 > 1.
A.2 Rayleigh-Plesset equation extended for multiple bubbles
We briefly review the derivation of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation formulated for a
system of multiple bubbles. For rigorous approaches, see for instance Takahira et al.
(1994), Doinikov (2004), and Ilinskii et al. (2007). We considerNb spherical bubbles
with a radius of Ri0, i ∈ Z : i ∈ [1, Nb], positioned at coordinate xi0, in an unbounded,
incompressible, viscous liquid initially quiescent. Bubbles are subjected to weak,
far-field pressure excitation with a fixed amplitude and a frequency. We solve for the
temporal evolutions of radius Ri(t). For simplicity, here we assume that the bubbles
do not translate, thus Ûxi0 = 0. We also neglect heat and mass transfer across the
bubble interface as well as liquid compressibility, though the model can be extended
to include those effects. We denote the ratio of the characteristic radius of bubbles,
R to the normalized, characteristic inter-bubble distance D as S = R/D. We derive
the dynamical equation for Ri(t) using the Euler-Lagrange equation. We express the
velocity potential at the surface of bubble i using a multi-pole expansion through
O(S3). By doing so, the kinetic energy of liquid induced by bubble oscillations up
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to O(S3) can be expressed as
K = 2piρ
[
Nb∑
i
R3i ÛR2i +
Nb∑
i
Nb∑
k,i
R2i R
2
k
rik
ÛRi ÛRk + R3 ÛR2O(S4)
]
(A.1)
The far-field pressure excitation can be considered as an additional kinetic energy
of the system:
Ke = −
Nb∑
i
4pi
3
R3i pe, (A.2)
where pe is the amplitude of the excitation.
The potential energy of the system is given as
V =
Nb∑
i
∫ Vi
V0
(p0i − pi)dVi . (A.3)
Therefore we obtain the Lagrangian of the system as a function of Ri, ÛRi as
L = K +Ke −V . (A.4)
Substituting expressions (A.1-A.3) into the Euler-Lagrange equation,
d
dt
(
∂L
∂ ÛRi
)
− ∂L
∂R
= 0, (A.5)
we obtain
Ri ÜRi + 32
ÛR2i =
Pi − Pe
ρ
−
Nb∑
k,i
Rk
rik
(Rk ÜRk + 2 ÛR2k), (A.6)
where
Pe = P0 + pe (A.7)
and
Pi =
(
pi0 +
2σ
Ri0
) (
Ri0
Ri
)
− 2σ
Ri
. (A.8)
Clearly we recover the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for single bubble with N = 1.
In this study we denote this equation as the extended Rayleigh-Plesset equation
(hereafter denoted as the eRP equation). The eRP equation is a system of second
order nonlinear ordinary differential equation in terms of Ri and can be expressed
as a non-autonomous, implicit ODE about q = [ ÛR1, ÛR2, ..., ÛRNb ]T as
A Ûq = Br + p, (A.9)
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where
A =

R1
R22
r12
R23
r13
· · · R2nr1n
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r21
R2
R23
r23
· · · R2nr2n
R21
r31
R22
r32
R3 · · · R
2
n
r3n
...
...
...
. . .
...
R21
rn1
R22
rn2
R23
rn3
· · · Rn

, B = −
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3
2
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r12
2R1
r13
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2R2
r21
3
2
2R2
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2R3
r31
2R3
r32
3
2 · · · 2R3r3n
...
...
...
. . .
...
2Rn
rn1
2Rn
rn2
2Rn
rn3
· · · 32

, (A.10)
r =

ÛR21
ÛR22
ÛR23
...
ÛR2N

, p =

P1−Pe
ρ
P2−Pe
ρ
P3−Pe
ρ
...
Pn−Pe
ρ

. (A.11)
A is a full-rank matrix, thus we can directly compute A−1 to obtain the explicit form:
Ûq = A−1[Br + p]. (A.12)
The matrix inversion is required at every step of numerical integration. As a result
the overall complexity of the solution method scales like O(N3b ), and the problem is
challenging with a large Nb. This motivates us to seek for solution methods with a
lower complexity to solve for the ODE without computing A−1.
Matrix preconditioning
To this end, we aim to solve for the ODE using matrix preconditioning. We first
split A into its diagonal component Ad and the remainderAad:
A = Ad + Aad . (A.13)
Then the eRP equation equation the becomes
Ad Ûq = Br + p − Aad Ûq (A.14)
Thus
Ûq = A−1d [Br + p − Aad Ûq] (A.15)
= s −T Ûq, (A.16)
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where we denote s = A−1d [Br + p] and T = A−1d Aad . We can perform successive
substitution to this equation:
Ûq = s −T Ûq (A.17)
= s −T [s −T Ûq] (A.18)
= s −T s +T 2 Ûq (A.19)
= s −T s +T 2[s −T Ûq] (A.20)
= s −T s +T 2s −T 3 Ûq (A.21)
= · · · (A.22)
=
[
Nb∑
n=0
(−T )n
]
s + (−T )N+1 Ûq. (A.23)
For this iterative substitution to be convergent, we clearly need T to be a convergent
matrix. Notice that this operation is nothing but the Jacobi method for a linear
system. The condition for the method to converge is that A is diagonally dominant
(sufficient but not necessary). At this point the meaning of the iterative method, nor
diagonally dominance of A, from the perspective of bubble dynamics, is not clear.
In the following sections we seek for a physical interpretation of the condition of A.
A.3 Canonical formulation
The Hamiltonian
To gain a physical insight into the dynamical equation, we transform the equation
into a Hamiltonian system. Hamiltonian represents the total energy of dynamical
system as a function of coordinate and conjugate momenta. In what follows we
analyze the contribution of inter-bubble interactions on system’s Hamiltonian, in
order to understand how the interactions affect the resulting bubble cloud dynamics.
The Hamiltonian can be described as
H = K +Ke +V . (A.24)
The kinetic energy of the system is expressed as
K = 1
2
Nb∑
i
Gi ÛRi, (A.25)
where Gi is the conjugate momenta, corresponding to Ri.
We can employ the same expressions of Ke and V used for the Lagrangian, since
they are functions of Ri. Since Hamiltonian is a function of Ri and Gi, but not ÛRi,
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we need to obtain ÛRi as a function of Ri and Gi, to be used to express K. To do so,
we derive Gi as a function of Ri and ÛRi using the following formula:
Gi =
∂H
∂ ÛRi
(A.26)
= 4piρ
[
R3i ÛRi +
Nb∑
k,i
R2i R
2
k
rik
ÛRk
]
, (A.27)
This is a linear system in terms of ÛRi, and can be written in a compact form as
g = 4piρDq, (A.28)
where g = [G1,G2, ...GN ]T, and D = A2dA.
The kinetic energy is thus expressed as
K = 1
2
qTg =
1
2
qTDq =
1
2
gTD−1g =
1
2
gTq. (A.29)
To solve for q = D−1g/4piρ = A−1A−2d g/4piρ, it requires computations of A−1.
Following the previous section, we substitute A = Ad + Aad into this equation to
obtain
4piρq = A−1d (A−2d g − Aadq) (A.30)
= A−3d g +
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g + (−T )N+1 Ûq. (A.31)
When A is diagonally dominant, the expression is convergent and we obtain
4piρq = A−3d g +
[ ∞∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g, (A.32)
and the kinetic energy becomes
4piρK = 1
2
gTA−3d g +
1
2
gT
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g +
1
2
gT(−T )Nb+1 Ûq (A.33)
=
1
2
gTA−3d g +
1
2
gT
[ ∞∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g. (A.34)
Then the Hamiltonian is expressed as a function of Ri and Gi:
H = 1
8piρ
gT
[ ∞∑
n=0
(−T )n
]
A−3d g +Ke +V . (A.35)
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Dynamical equation (Hamilton’s equation) can be readily derived as
q =
∂H
∂g
, Ûg = −∂H
∂u
, (A.36)
where u = [R1, R2, ...RNb ]T.
Explicitly,
4piρq = A−1d g +
[
N∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−1d g + (−T )N+1 Ûq. (A.37)
Ûg = ∂
∂g
1
2
gT
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−1d g +
1
2
gT(−T )N+1 Ûq. (A.38)
This is a system of first order differential equations and can be numerically integrated
without matrix inversion. Note that the reduction of complexity by solving this form
of Hamilton’s equation was proposed by Ilinskii et al. (2007). However, as opposed
to the claim of Ilinskii et al. (2007), the following should be emphasized: the
complexities to solve for the eRP equation equation and the Hamilton’s equation
are essentially the same, since direct methods for both equations require matrix
inversion of A; the preconditioning of A is not guaranteed to be valid when A is
non-diagonally dominant.
Condition of A
We showed that for both the eRP equation and Hamilton’s equations, the Jacobi
method can be used for preconditioning A. A sufficient condition for the Jacobi
method to be valid is that A is diagonally dominant, that says
Nb∑
i
Ri ≥
Nb∑
i
Nb∑
k,i
R2i
rik
. (A.39)
To understand the physical meaning of the condition, we consider the summation
Si =
∑Nb
i Ri/rik for bubble i located at the center of a spherical bubble cloud. We
assume that bubbles are homogeneously distributed in the cloud. Then the number
of bubbles occupying a thin spherical shell, at a radial coordinate of r , scales like
r2, while the contribution of each bubble to Si scales like 1/r . Thus the total
contribution of the bubbles in the shell scales like r2/r = r . This scaling clearly
results from the long-range (1/r) nature of inter-bubble interactions. This suggests
that the bubbles at the periphery (out-most shell) of the cloud contribute to Si the
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most, and thus the characteristic length scale of the inter-bubble distance rik is the
cloud radius Rc.
In the limit of weak (linear) oscillation, the characteristic bubble size is Ri ∼ R0.
Therefore, using rik ∼ Rc, the condition for diagonally dominance becomes
NbR0
Rc
< 1. (A.40)
Following chapter 4, this is nothing but
B0 < 1. (A.41)
In practical applications, clouds can become dense and/or large, and can have
B0 > 1. The condition for diagonal dominance is not satisfied for such clouds and
the iterative method can fail. Other preconditioning methods than Jocobi method
could be used to solve for the linear system, such as Krylov subspace method and
conjugate gradient method (Benzi, 2002), while preconditioning of non-diagonally
dominant matrix may be in general not trivial.
Scaling of K
Now we consider the physical meaning of the condition for diagonal dominance of
A, through the expression of K:
4piρK = 1
2
gTA−3d g +
1
2
gT
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g +
1
2
gT(−T )N+1 Ûq. (A.42)
When Aad = 0,
K = 1
8piρ
gTA−3d g. (A.43)
This is the kinetic energy due to self-action of bubbles. It is clear that the operator
A−3d and
∑Nb
n=1(−T )nA−3d correspond to the kinetic energy due to self-action and that
of inter-bubble interactions, respectively.1
Following the previous section, we scale the two terms using Rc, as a characteristic
length scale:
gTA−3d g ∼
Nb
R30
gTg (A.44)
1A can be interpreted as a matrix operator that represents the effective (virtual) mass of the
fluid that contributes to the energy induced by the interacting bubbles. The virtual mass matrix for
a system of bubbles under translational motions (without volumetric oscillations) is discussed by
Yurkovetsky and Brady (1996).
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gT
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−T )n
]
A−3d g ∼
Nb
R30
[
Nb∑
n=1
(
−NbR0
Rc
)n]
gTg =
Nb
R30
[
Nb∑
n=1
(−B)n
]
gTg. (A.45)
This scaling is also clear with index notation:
K =1
2
Nb∑
i

G2i
4piρR3i
− 1
4piρ
Nb∑
k,i
GiGk
RiRkrik
+
1
4piρ
Nb∑
k,i
Nb∑
j,k
RkGiGk
RiRjrikrk j
+ · · ·
 (A.46)
∼ NbG
2
8piρR3
[
1 −
(
NbR0
Rc
)
+
(
NbR0
Rc
)2
+ · · ·
]
(A.47)
=
NbG2
8piρR3
[
1 +
Nb∑
n=1
(−B)n
]
. (A.48)
The scaling shows that the kinetic energy due to inter-bubble interactions, and thus
the Hamiltonian, are parametrized by a polynomial about B, and that the expression
is convergent if and only if B < O(1). This explains the physicalmeaning of diagonal
dominance of A. When B < O(1), ∑n=1(−B)n < O(1) and the contribution of inter-
bubble interactions to the total kinetic energy is smaller than that of self-action, and
when B > 1 the relation is opposite. Thus the expressions forK and the Hamiltonian
are valid for a cloud with relatively small contributions of inter-bubble interactions.
A.4 Summary
We reviewed and analyzed the dynamical equation for the volumetric oscillations
of spherical bubbles under mutual interactions. The equation is a non-autonomous,
implicit system of ODEs. The complexity of the direct solution method is O(N3b )
due to matrix inversion required to transform the system into an explicit form. If
the matrix to be inverted is diagonally dominant, the Jacobi method can be used
to reduce the complexity to O(N2b ). The transformation of the equation into the
Hamiltonian system in the form proposed by Ilinskii et al. (2007) is equivalent to
the preconditioning, while the transformation itself is not necessary for reduction of
the complexity.
For a spherical bubble cluster, the condition for the diagonally dominance of the
matrix is B0 < 1. Therefore, the preconditioning is limited to a bubble cloud with
a small size and/or with a relatively small number of bubbles. If a cloud is dense
and/or large o satisfy B0 > 1, the matrix can become non-diagonally dominant and
preconditioning may fail. A family of algebraic multi-grid methods has presented
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good performances for preconditioning certain linear systems with a dense, non-
diagonally dominant matrix (Chang et al., 1996), and could be applied to cases with
B0 > 1.
